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by 
LAM WING CHEONG 
This thesis is a study of the procedures and methods used by street performers 
to alter or modify Cantonese operatic song performances in response to contextual 
changes. These procedures and methods, found in the 1990s at Temple Street in 
Hong Kong, will be examined in the diachronic and synchronic contextual 
dimensions, as well as its spatial, temporal, extrinsic, and intrinsic aspects. Focus is 
placed on the purposes of customization used by performers, the factors that have 
caused the need for customization, and the audience reaction to it. 
Topics addressed include the historical background of street performance in 
China and Hong Kong; organizational context of the song groups; enviromnental 
context of the performing location; institutional, social, and cultural contexts of the 
performers, performing style and programming; the interaction between performers 
and audience; and the modification of the musical structure and performance of 
Cantonese operatic songs in response to contextual changes. 
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1.1 Definitions of Context and Customization 
According to Nketia's explanation, any setting or environment (be it physical, 
ecological, social, cultural, or intellectual) in which an entity or a unit of experience 
is viewed in order to define its identity or characteristics, constitutes a context 
(1989:81). 
In addition to this reference of context, Nketia extended the scope to include 
situational (which is spatial or temporal and observable) and conceptual (notional) 
frames of reference. It may be something within the observer's own experience as a 
carrier to allow for analysis of his experience, or it may be distant and removed from 
the observer's immediate experience. But by using the techniques of historical 
investigation and contextualization (which will be discussed in a later paragraph) the 
observer may bridge this distance, which may be temporal and historical or spatial 
andcultural(1989:81). 
Context has been an issue in ethnomusicology and other cognate disciplines for 
many years. Although the concept is shared amongst these disciplines, scholars may 
not share the same viewpoint. Many see context only as a descriptive tool Q^ketia 
1989:75). However in this thesis, context, besides being a descriptive tool, is also 
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treated as a criterion to analyse, determine, and identify the factors that urge change 
to the formal structure of a music culture. 
In the automobile industry customization can be used to describe the alteration 
of an entity - an automobile — by the producer for an individual's performance 
specifications. With computers, a user purchases software designed by the producer 
for general use, to install in his/her own hardware. During installation, the user 
becomes the executant and performs a customization procedure to fine-tune the entity 
(software) to fit his/her hardware, so that it works more effectively for him;1ier. In 
these examples customization can be carried out by the producer and executant, to 
modify or fine-tune an entity to perform better in a specific environment (Lam 1995). 
In music, there is no evidence that the term "customization" has been used. In 
this thesis, customization is used to describe the procedure of altering or modifying 
the formal structure of an entity — jyt kuk 粤曲（Cantonese operatic song) - which is 
done by individuals and groups who use it in response to the contextual changes at 
Temple Street. 
1.2 Conceptual Framework 
In Chinese history, a Chinese operai is inherited, cultivated, and transmitted 
from its emergence to extinction. Throughout its existence, this music genre has 
been constantly altered or modified in a way Joseph Lam described as "creativity 
within bounds" (1987:462) and Li outlined as "changing within the boundary of its 
identity" (1991:1). The reasons people make changes are to develop and adapt this 
music genre to its performance context. This alteration or modification refers to 
change in the formal structure (such as the musical form, auditory and visual 
components) of a Chinese opera in response to its context. 
Seeger's proposition says: "the study of the total music of man is both in itself 
and in its relationship to what is not itself (1977:108). In other words, to understand 
a music culture, we should analyze its musical variables (formal structure), as well as 
its non-musical variables (contexts which relate to it), and the relationship that links 
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these two variables. This relationship is responsible for the relational link, 
individuals or groups of performers deciding how to alter or modify the formal 
structure of a music culture to better interact within its context. 
These processes of changing musical variables in response to non-musical 
variables, are known as "contextual adaptation" (Li 1991:1). The process of viewing 
music in a context in terms of its internal and external relations and relevance is 
known as "contextualization" fNketia 1989:85). In Nketia's definition, "the 
contextualization of music involves components of a music event which establish 
their relationships in the context of situation and the nature of the materials that are 
brought together" (1989:85). 
Moreover, contextualization "is an analytical and evaluative process which 
should clarify how a people conceptualize their music in respect of their approach to 
it and music making, since patterns of sound and behavior characteristic of a music 
culture tend to recur" ON"ketia 1989:85). 
"Customization" has a similar meaning and function to contextual adaptation 
and contextualization. However, it can also mean an individual or group's reaction to 
its context by altering or modifying music and its performance. 
This ongoing interest in understanding the relationship between "music itself 
and its context, has led to contextual analysis — an extension of formal analysis 
QS[ketia 1989:82) - which is used to identify the spatial and temporal, and the 
extrinsic and intrinsic factors that vary the relationship. These factors help explain 
the interaction between music and its context, and how people have customized their 
music in response to contextual changes. 
1.3 The Field 
The six Cantonese operatic song groups at Temple and Market Streets 
represent the only urban street performers of Cantonese operatic song at Yau Ma Tei 
District in Kowloon peninsular of Hong Kong in the mid 1990s (see map 1 and 2). 
(For purposes of this thesis, this location will be referred to as Temple Street). These 
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song groups perform at a fixed area and with fixed performing hours. As outdoor 
performing organizations without subsidy from the government, these song groups 
must have sensitive feelers and rapid reactions to their situational contexts, such as 
environmental, cultural, social, musical, performance and so forth, in order to survive. 
These sensitive feelers and rapid reactions have become sharpened through 
experiences in their historical context. 
In the environmental context before 1975, song groups used high output 
amplifiers and loud-noise percussion instruments to contend with the noise from 
busy traffic roads, so as to draw the attention of passers-by and to render the songs 
audible. As a result, the inhabitants of nearby densely-populated residential areas 
complained frequently to the police, and these song groups were forced to move from 
a previous location to their present location. 
Changes have also come from the cultural and social contexts. In the 1960s, 
when Taiwanese popular song was trendy in Hong Kong, it was not popular at 
Temple Street because the audience was mainly Cantonese-speaking and Mandarin 
songs were a problem. Moreover, political turmoil and the poor economic situation 
of Hong Kong forced many Cantonese opera troupes to cease performing. Therefore, 
as the audience of Cantonese operatic song at Temple Street increased, the 
performers changed from Taiwanese popular song back to Cantonese operatic song 
as their major musical genre. 
In the musical and performance contexts, performers at Temple Street became 
sedentary professional street performers instead of ambulatory, which was the case 
historically. And the audience who attends Temple Street Cantonese operatic singing 
activities frequently can be considered sedentary because of a low dropout rate. 
Furthermore, to lure more people to a song group, performers have to enhance their 
performing technique, broaden their repertoire and carefully consider the content of 
the performance. Not all Cantonese operatic songs are suitable to perform outdoors, 
and lengthy songs are an obstacle to performers earning a high income. Therefore, 
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performers have had a strong need to alter or modify some songs to enrich their 
repertoires and improve their incomes. 
In an institutional context, these song groups have no authorized approval to 
perform at Temple Street, and must behave according to extrinsic unwritten rules or 
the Hong Kong government may shut down the performances at any time. For the 
groups themselves, they have to establish systems such as musical, administrative, 
and financial, to protect themselves from self-destruction. 
In the causal context, since 1984 these song groups leamed to customize their 
performance so they could perform at the present location without complaints from 
the inhabitants of the nearby residential area. 
These song groups have identified the factors that change the relationship 
between their music and its contexts and reacted accordingly. It is these contextual 
factors which make this urban street cultural phenomenon a suitable model to 
examine in this thesis. 
1.4 The Structure of Cantonese operatic song 
Cantonese operatic song is often an excerpt from an important singing passage 
or important act of a Cantonese opera. It can also be an independent piece composed 
for the go tan 歌壇(singing stage), which is a restaurant or tea house with live 
performances of Cantonese operatic song, or fui hai j'yt kuk 詼諧粵曲 ( C o m i c 
Cantonese Operatic Song); tiu mou jyt kuk 跳舞粵曲（Danceable Cantonese Operatic 
Song)2. The last two kinds of Cantonese operatic songs were mainly written for 
gramophone recordings in the old days. 
The basic structure of the Cantonese operatic song is a combination of vocal, 
speech, instrumental, and gesture segments. The scriptwriter of the Cantonese 
operatic song, whose role is different from the librettist or composer of Westem 
European Art music (Yung 1989:42-43), designs the combination of segments. 
His/her main duty is to compose the text, which is based on a story or concept, and to 
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set the text into the music types that he/she determines should become the vocal 
segment. 
The criteria for selecting music type is based on the mood, atmosphere, habit, 
and length of the text. Furthermore, in order to make a story or concept more 
understandable, a scriptwriter uses different types of speech to deliver the 
background of the story or concept. He may also use different types of speech to set 
the text which is difficult to fit into the music type. In order to embellish the 
performance, the scriptwriter specifies the purpose of a gesture segment on the script 
so the performer can follow his/her hints to create a gesture or perform a pai coeng 
；非場 ^)attemized episode)3 with instrumental accompaniment. The scriptwriter also 
designs the melodic or percussive instrumental segments for building music to a 
climax and performing a smooth transition between two different segments. 
1.4.1 Vocal segment 
In a vocal segment, a scriptwriter of Cantonese operatic song sets text into 
three types of vocal music: ban hong jem ngok 板月空音樂(melo-rhythmic motivic 
type music)4 (for easy reference the melo-rhythmic motivic type music will be 
referred to as melo-rhythmic music); syt coeng 說口昌（singing narrative); and kukpai 
flt|$(fixedUme)5. 
The melo-rhythmic music is based on two types of singing mode - bong zi 梆 
子 and ji wong 二 黃 . B o t h terms can also be collectively named bong wong 梆黃 
(Guang 1984:8). There are around thirty different kinds of melo-rhythmic music 
(Yung 1989:67). Each melo-rhythmic music has its own musical and textual 
structures (Chan 1991:10). However, they share some similarities. Basically, the 
couplet, which is the basic lyrical unit of all melo-rhythmic music, consists of two 
lines of verse which end with rhyming words. In practice, the couplet can consist of 
a single line, either the first or second, or a multiple number of couplets. The basic 
musical unit of melo-rhythmic music is also in two lines, which is named "two-line 
melody" by Yung. The number of two-line melodies used depends on the number of 
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textual lines in the melo-rhythmic music segment. Without a fixed melody, the 
melody of the melo-rhythmic music "is determined by the pitch level, contour, time 
duration, and tonal inflection of the text" (Chan 1988:77), known as the ji zi heng 
hong 依字予〒月空(to determine pitches from the syllables)6. However, the pitch of the 
ending note of the first or second line of the couplet is fixed. 
After the text is written, the scriptwriter will choose a suitable ban sik 板式 
(form of vocal music) - such as man ban 慢板，zung ban 中板，lau sey ban 流水板 
or kwen fa 滾花一into which the text is fitted. The scriptwriter will also consider the 
linguistic structure of the text to determine the usage of sin '辛泉7 (scalic mode) - such 
as ji wong 二黃，si gung 士工 or jifan 乙反.In other words, the scriptwriter sets up 
a framework in the melo-rhythmic music and the performer follows the scale of the 
assigned mode to improvise the melo-rhythmic music melody. Therefore, as long as 
a performer knows the form, text, and rhythm, he/she can sing the melo-rhythmic 
music vocal segment. This is the reason why melo-rhythmic music is never notated 
on the Cantonese operatic music script. 
There are four kinds of singing narrative commonly used in Cantonese operatic 
song (Chan 1991:10) - nam jem 南音，mukjy 木角、，lung zau 育直舟，and ban ngan 板 
眼 . T h e structure of nam jem is similar to the man ban of melo-rhythmic music in 
that it has a hei sik 起式(opening section) and zing men 正文 (main body), but no 
zat mei 煞尾(concluding section). Nam jem is accompanied by the instrumental 
section and it has three kinds of form — man ban 1曼板，zung ban 中板 and fai ban '|夬 
板. 
Muk j'y is in san ban 散板(non-metrical and free tempo), and is accompanied 
by a rhythmic beat caused by striking the large woodblock only. Unlike mukjy, lum 
zau has no accompaniment nowadays. The structure of muk j'y and lung zau is 
similar to nam jem except they do not have man ban, zung ban, and fai ban. Ban 
ngan is similar to muk jy and lung zau. However, it is the least popular singing 
narrative used in Cantonese operatic song. 
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Fixed tune consists of two categories: siu kuk 小曲（preexistent tune) and pai 
zi fi$^(title tune). Title tune is believed to have originated from kun qu 崑曲 o f the 
Ming dynasty (A.D.1368-1644) (Chan 1991:10). However, during the past several 
decades, title tune, which is accompanied by suo na 噴口內，has rarely been used in the 
vocal segment of Cantonese operatic song (Chan 1990:143). According to Yung, 
preexistent tune can be classified into five categories which come from their origin: 
firstly folk songs - such as Sei Gway Soeng Si 《四季相思》（Remembrance for all 
Seasons)8 taken from Fa Mong Fan Gung Sep Sei Nin《火網梵宮十四年》 
(Fourteen Years Suffering in the Palace); secondly city pop songs - such as Ming Jyt 
Cin Lei Gei Soeng Si《明月千里寄相思》（Let the Bright Moon Be My Messenger 
of Love) taken from Fung Gok Jen Sau Mei Liu Cing 《鳳閣恩仇未 了 情》（Lasting 
Love of the Phoenix); thirdly songs from other Chinese operatic genre - such as Ging 
Diu《京調》（Tune from Peking Opera)9 taken from Da Gem Zi《打金枝》 
(Teaching the Princess a Lesson); fourthly melodies from Cantonese instrumental 
ensemble music - such as Peing Wu Cau Jyt 《平湖秋月》（Autumn Moon over the 
Tranquil Lake) taken from Cing Zey Mou Ling Jyn 《情醉武陵源》（Drunk by Love 
in Utopia); and finally new compositions for a particular Cantonese opera - such as 
Hung Zuk Ley 《糸工燭淚》（Tearing Red Candles) in Jiu Hung Zuk Fa Fat Cin Deng 
《搖紅燭化佛前燈》（Red Candles for Marriage Shifted to the Lantem for the 
Buddha). 
Besides the above categories mentioned by Yung, two more categories of 
preexistent tune are found in Cantonese operatic songs: westem folk songs - such as 
Wen Dyn Lam Kiu 《魂斷藍橋》（A u l d Lang Syne), a Scottish folk song 
incorporated into Cantonese operatic song under the same Chinese title Wen Dyn 
Lam Kiu《魂斷藍橋》（Heart Broken at the Blue Bridge)io; instrumental tunes — 
such as Zong Toi Cau Si 《^;台秋思、》（Meditation at the Dressing Table of 
Autumn) taken from Dae Ney Fa Zi Hoeng Jiu 《帝女花之香夭》（The Royal 
Beauty - Commits Suicide). 
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Folk songs, city pop songs, and western folk songs are rarely found in 
Cantonese operatic song. In practice, the scriptwriter of Cantonese operatic song 
may not use a whole piece of preexistent tune in the vocal segment. The amount of 
tune used depends on the length of the text or the musical factors that connect it with 
the next segment. The scriptwriter may use only the front, middle, or final parts, or 
any combination of the above, or any musical phrase of a preexistent tune for his text 
setting (Chan 1990:145). 
No common tone is needed for connecting the same or different kinds of vocal 
segments. If both vocal segments are in the same sin '|泉(tuning system)n such as 
zing sin 正糸泉，or fan sin 反|泉，the first vocal segment can be attacca to the second. 
If the interval between the last note of first segment and the first note of the second 
segment is difficult for the singer to master, or the two vocal segments are in 
different scalic modes, he may add an instrumental linking passage, mainly a 
percussive gwo zey 過序(interlude), to solve this problem. Although each melo-
rhythmic music or preexistent tune has its particular interlude, the usage of these 
instrumental linking passages is flexible. Mood, atmosphere, and habit are the main 
reasons for the scriptwriter to design the sequence and the types of vocal segment to 
be used. 
1.4.2 Speech segment 
According to Yung, there are seven types of speech delivery in the speech 
segment: hau bak 口 白 ^)lain speech), si bak 詩白（poetic speech), bak lam 白欖 
(patter speech), wen bak 音員白（comic rhymed speech), hau gwu 口 a(rhymed speech), 
long ley bak 浪裏白（supported speech), lo gwu bak 鑼鼓白（percussion speech) 
(1989:57). 
Plain speech is the most commonly used in speech segment. It consists of any 
number of words and sentences and does not necessarily rhyme. Owing to its free 
structure, it easily expresses the content of the scenario to the audience and assists the 
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scriptwriter to set the text that is difficult to fit in the music. Apart from its higher 
pitch and dramatic expression, plain speech is close to the dialogue used in daily life. 
Poetic speech, also called nim bak 念白（versified speech), can be five or seven 
words in one sentence. Like a five or seven word poem, it can be grouped in two or 
four lines. In the seven word sentence, performers can separate the lines into two 
phrases, the first with four words and second with three words; or into three phrases, 
the first with two words, the second with two words, and the final phrase with three 
words. In the final phrase of the last sentence, there is jet cey 一 錘(one-stroke 
percussive pattern) a pause which signifies the end of the poetic speech. 
Patter speech is in couplet form and the last word of the second line must 
rhyme with the last word of the first line. A constant striking of the large woodblock 
functions as a beat, and it is the only accompaniment to patter speech. The content of 
patter speech is usually related to the background of the scenario. 
Comic rhymed speech is seven words per line, and the last word of each line 
must rhyme. Each line is separated into two phrases. However, a large number of 
lap zi 獵字(grasp s y l l a b l e s ) 1 2 are added to the sentence. Therefore, the number of 
words and phrases that are used is flexible. 
The structure of rhymed speech is the same as comic rhymed speech, but it is 
used by scholars or officials (Chan 1990:95) in the Cantonese opera. Therefore, the 
words of the rhymed speech are refined. 
Supported speech is plain speech, poetic speech, or rhymed speech with 
background music. 
Percussion speech, also called jing hung bak 英雄白（heroic speech), has four 
to five words per phrase with one-stroke percussive pattern in between each phrase to 
create a dramatic effect. 
1.4.3 Instrumental segment 
The instrumental section not only accompanies the singer. It plays background 
music for the speech section or emphasizes gestures. It also performs the prelude or 
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interlude between two segments, sentences or phrases. These preludes or interludes 
can be melodic or percussive. When melodic, the melody can be fixed or free. The 
fixed melody, which is based on the melodic skeleton of the vocal segment, can be 
performed as an instrumental segment or sung by the singer (Chan 1990:114). Ifthis 
fixed melody functions as a prelude, it is called zey 序.If it functions as an interlude, 
it is called gwo zey. In melo-rhythmic music, the interlude between two sentences, 
which has no fixed melody, is also called gwo zey. Its melody imitates a singer's 
improvisation. 
The interlude performed by percussion instruments only, follows a certain 
pattern, but is not called gwo zey. However, it functions as an interlude to link two 
segments or assists the transition to a new tempo. These linking interludes can be 
omitted by singers or scriptwriters according to their habits, moods, or timing needs. 
1.4.4 Gesture segment 
During performance, singers often use minimal gestures to express themselves. 
However, there are special gesture segments with instrumental accompaniment. 
These gesture segments can be created by the performer, or a pattemized episode 
with preset purposes can be used. 
Gestures, abstract movements of expression used in our daily lives, are 
exaggerated to create images of surreal distance in a confined space - the stage. 
Occasionally, stage props may be used to assist a gesture which implies some action 
beyond the realms of the stage is happening. 
Besides being accompanied by the instrumental section, gestures can be 
performed simultaneously with vocals or embellished in dance. In designing a 
gesture segment, a performer selects gesture fragments from formulated gesture 
patterns and assembles them into a series. Therefore the choice of gestures is 
affected by the performer's personal behaviour and by the environment in which he 
will perform. 
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Usually, a Cantonese operatic song begins with a melo-rhythmic music 
segment which may be the first line of a couplet or a passage with an odd number of 
lines, but the opening segment ends with the first line's linguistic tonal schemei3. In 
other words, the ensuing melo-rhythmic music segment has to begin with a second 
line of a couplet and end with the first line to form an even number of lines to 
maintain musical continuity (Chan 1991:11). 
The exception is the final melo-rhythmic music segment that must end with a 
second line of a couplet on an odd number of lines. In between the melo-rhythmic 
music segments, or singing narratives, preexistent tunes can be selected by the 
scriptwriter as vocal segments. Even though some singing narratives are in couplets, 
they do not form couplets with the lines of melo-rhythmic music segment (Chan 
1991:11). Gestures can be used in any part of the Cantonese operatic song without 
any musical structural consideration. 
The script of a Cantonese operatic song is only a skeleton to the singer. When 
a singer takes up a song, he will use his own performing practice to embellish and 
improvise it. In the accompaniment section, the instrumentalists, besides playing the 
fixed interlude or the melody of the preexistent tune, also respond to the singer by 
imitating his vocal melodic line at the end of each vocal phrase in the melo-rhythmic 
music segment. This imitative practice is known as zey hong 追腔(chasing the notes 
in the vocal line) (Chan 1991:147). 
Each type of vocal segment is restricted by its own structure. However, in a 
macro sense, the overall structure and the arrangement of the segments of Cantonese 
operatic song is flexible. With the help of instrumental linking passages, Cantonese 
operatic song is a music genre that has the flexibility to be structurally modified. 
1.5 Source Materials and Methodology 
Except for an article written by a group of sociology students at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and supervised by Loeng Pui Gem in 1989, there is no 
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other written article or book concerning the Cantonese operatic singing activities at 
Temple Street. Therefore this thesis is mainly based on fieldwork. 
The source material collected from fieldwork at Temple Street during the past 
two years can be classified into five types: music scripts, audio tapes, photographs 
and video tapes, recordings of interviews, and fieldwork notes. 
The music scripts belong to each song group and are kept with their belongings 
at Temple Street. These printed, written, or photocopied materials enable one to 
determine if the songs have changed from the original versions. 
Over fifteen hours of performances of the Temple Street song groups, both 
there and at other venues, were recorded audio cassette tapes. These tapes were 
made for two purposes: firstly, to compare the difference between the music 
versions sung at Temple Street and at other venues, and secondly, to determine the 
customization methods performers used from memory — where no scripts were found 
with the groups' belongings. 
Approximately twenty rolls of photographs were taken and two video tapes 
were made during the fieldwork, to analyse singing styles, activities other than 
singing, and the interaction between performers and audience. 
Over ten hours of interviews were recorded. These exclude many hours of 
informal and non-documented interviews and conversations that took place in the 
field. The recordings are mainly of informants — to get insider points of view. 
Fieldwork notes consisted of written records of two years of observation of the 
Temple Street singing activities. 
Witzleben's aphorism recommends a methodological framework, list of 
priorities for which aspects of the music are to be studied, a set of approaches to be 
followed in the process of study, and an approach to the field with as few 
preconceptions as possible (1995:xiv). In this thesis, this philosophy has been 
followed. 
The primary focus of the study is on the situational context in the diachronic 
and temporal dimensions, which includes the context of historical studies of street 
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performance in China and Hong Kong, and the organizational context in the 
synchronic dimension of the song groups at Temple Street. 
The second focus of the study is on the ethnographic context in the diachronic 
and synchronic dimensions of the musical and performing contexts. 
The third focus of the study is on the roles and functions of the audiences, and 
the interaction between the audiences and performers of the Cantonese operatic 
singing activities at Temple Street. 
The final focus of this study is on the classification and methods of 
customization that are used for the repertoire and performance of the Cantonese 
operatic singing activities at Temple Street. 
“Otic-observation" and "circuitous questioning" were used to obtain the 
findings in the fieldwork at Temple Street. Otic-observation means to open the ears 
to the dialogue of the audience, and circuitous questioning means to ask questions 
that lower the defenses of the informants before asking a target question. These two 
approaches were the most efficient in counterchecking the information provided by 
informants and counteracting individuals' self-protection. 
Preconceptions are foibles which are difficult to avoid. For example, Temple 
Street has a bad reputation as a crime-infested area, which could prejudice or bias a 
researcher. If such a bias pre-existed, the results of the research findings could be 
negatively affected. An open-minded approach was used in order to have an 
objective evaluation of the Cantonese operatic singing activities at Temple Street. 
1.6 Scope and limitations 
As researchers of ethnomusicology, we should monitor the process of altering 
or modifying music scripts and performance, as well as analyze the formal structure 
of the music genre as an end product. Furthermore, we should identify the factors 
that influence performers to make these alterations or modifications. 
The scope of this thesis is to use contexts as a descriptive tool to observe and 
document this urban street performing culture — the diachronic and synchronic 
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contextual dimensions, and the spatial, temporal, extrinsic, and intrinsic aspects. 
Moreover, contexts are used as criteria in the contextual analysis to analyse, 
determine, and identify the factors that drive the performers to customize the formal 
structure and performance of Cantonese operatic songs, and the customization 
methods used by them. This includes performer reactions to the interaction between 
music and its contexts, and between audience and performers. 
Concluding notes are used for chapters two to five to analyse the factual data 
and to provide supplementary information for further factual and conceptual analysis. 
Although each chapter focuses on different topics, they are closely interlinked and 
new aspects are sometimes addressed in following chapters. So the concluding notes 
for each chapter may not cover all aspects of it. Furthermore, information that can be 
analysed from different dimensions (diachronic or synchronic) or from different 
aspects (spatial, temporal, extrinsic or intrinsic) is analysed according to the 
dimension or aspect with the most relevance. Moreover, owing to the contextual 
continuity of Temple Street urban street performance, the analytical points in the 
synchronic context are interrelated with their diachronic background. 
Modified versions of Cantonese operatic songs are widely accepted by 
performers in Hong Kong. These revised scripts, which are suitable for performance 
and sometimes used by performers at Temple Street, are not considered as 
customized versions for the contexts at Temple Street because they were altered for 
other reasons outside the field. 
There is no widely accepted choreographic system of notating gestures in 
Cantonese opera. Aural/oral tradition, mnemonics or self-made notating systems are 
used by performers, trainees, and teachers to memorize or record these gestures. 
Therefore, it is difficult to notate the gestures with words. Moreover, performers are 
used to improvising gestures from patternized episodes or designing new gestures for 
themselves. Hence it is difficult to designate which are original gestures and which 
are borrowed. 
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1.7 Translation and Transliteration 
There are three romanization systems used in this thesis. Firstly, hanyu pinyin 
system is used because it is accepted world-wide as the standard pronunciation 
system for the name of musical instruments (except for the musical instruments of 
Cantonese opera); for authors other than those who are Cantonese; and for articles, 
books and names connected with music genres that are not Cantonese, except for 
terms such as washe, goulan and Lin'an, which are better known to readers in this 
form. 
Secondly, in order to avoid confusion, the name of Hong Kong people, 
communities, streets and districts are romanized using the Hong Kong Government 
official romanization system, which is based on Sidney Lau's system. 
Thirdly, other names which are Cantonese, are based on the system in Wong 
Lik's Guang Zhou Wa Cin Syt 廣少|、| 話淺說(Introduction to Cantonese) reprinted in 
1957. This was selected because Wong's system is closest to the pronunciation of 
Cantonese. Most initials and finals used for pronunciation in Wong's system are 
adopted from the International Phonetic Alphabet. The others, listed in table 1.1, are 
the often used and exceptional initials and finals in Wong's system. 
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Notes 
1 Chinese opera refers to all kinds of Chinese music genre which have singing, dancing, acting, and a 
story background such as: za ju 雜劇’ Peking opera 京劇，Cantonese opera 粤劇 and so forth. 
2 A large number of westem musical instruments, such as xylophone and drum sets, were used in 
danceable Cantonese operatic song, but the street performers of Temple Street Cantonese operatic 
song do not use this category of song because of the limitation of their instrumental 
accompaniment section. 
3 Pattemized episode is a formulated segment which is widely accepted by performers as a 
performance with a particular purpose. 
4 In Improvisation in A Ritual Context: The Music of Cantonese Opera written by Sau Y. Chan and 
Cantonese Opera Performance as Creative Process written by Bell Yung, ban hongjem ngok is 
translated as "aria type music". However, I share the idea ofLiang Ming Yue who, in his book 
Music of the Billion: An Introduction to Chinese Musical Culture describes ban hong as literally 
meaning "beat and melody". Though some scholars may not agree, this is exactly the basic 
structure of the ban hong, and arias do not have this structure. Therefore I prefer to use ban hong 
as the translation term. 
5 Names of the music are borrowed from Improvisation in a Ritual Context: The Music of Cantonese 
Opera written by Sau Y. Chan. 
6 Ji zi heng hong 依字^^月空 is a performing practice which follows the linguistic tone of the text to 
form the melody. 
7 According to Yung, sin has different meanings for different usages, such as scale, key or mode, and 
so on. Here sin means scalic mode. 
8 Sei Gway Soeng Si 四季相思 is also called Sei Gway Go 四季歌 or Ng Gang Diu 五更調. 
9 Ging Diu 京調 means Peking's melody. It is believed that this melody is borrowed from Peking 
opera. 
10 The Cantonese operatic song Wen Dyn Lam Kiu 《魂斷藍橋�and its preexistent tune have the 
same name. 
11 The word sin has different meanings as mentioned by Yung in his book Cantonese Opera: 
Performance as creative process chapter ten. I use sin to describe the tuning system here. 
12 According to Chan, lap zi 攛字(grasp syllables) are syllables which are semantically crucial or less 
important in the vocal music, usually sung on the upbeat. 
13 Yung described the upper line ending with a syllable in an oblique tone and the lower line with a 
syllable in an even tone. 
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Chapter Two 
History of Street Performance and Cantonese Operatic Song Groups at 
Temple Street 
2.1 A brief history of Chinese street performance 
The Song dynasty (A.D.960-1279) experienced one of the greatest economic 
booms ever recorded in Chinese history (Duan 1992:52). The rapid population 
g r o w t h i 4 , and the development of industry and commerce during this period created a 
unique commercial area that Duan described as shijing 市井(township) (1992:52). 
Population centralization, prosperous economic development, and demands for 
entertainment by the townships' residents, created a unique "culture" of township 
entertainment. 
This "culture" of entertainment took place in various types of venues that 
included: xi tai 戲台(drama stage), miao tai 廟台(drama stage located at temples), 
and goulan 勾欄(booths for p e r f o r m a n c e ) i 5 {Goulan will be used throughout this 
thesis instead of its English translation because it is a well known term). Originating 
from the Tang dynasty (A.D.618-904), such venues became larger and developed 
into permanent performing locations during the Song dynasty. The establishment of 
such permanent performing venues, especially goulan, enabled professional street 
performers to become sedentary at specific venues. In order to attract an audience 
from the same township, these performers needed to use enriched repertoires and 
skillful performance techniques. 
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2.1.1 Washe and goulan 
According to three books — Dong Jing Meng Hua Lu 《東京夢華錄》 
{Recollections of the Splendor of the Eastern Capitcdy6 originally published in 
A.D.1147; Du Cheng Ji Sheng《都城紀勝》(The Wonders ofthe Capit_, 
originally published in A.D.1235; and Zeng Bu Wulin Jiu Shi 《增補武林舊事》 
{Supplemented Memoirs from Wuliny^, originally published in A.D.1279 - a large 
number of washe 瓦舍19 and goulan were set up in public areas for street performers 
to perform, which is referred to as zou coeng 造場(Zhou 1290, 6:2). 
As described in The Wonders of the Capital, washe was a "place where people 
can gather and leave easily" fNai n.d.:9) and Recollections of the Splendor of the 
Eastern Capital also noted its "easy come and easy go" (Xue 12:159-168) feature. 
These records present a vague picture of washe. Washe featured a place, probably in 
an open air public area, where people from anywhere could come to perform and 
leave at their convenience. In other words, washe was a large place where numbers 
of goulan were located and many performers staged various forms of entertaimnent20 
for an audience which also came and wandered around at their convenience, without 
paying an admission fee. As mentioned in Recollections of the Splendor of the 
Eastern Capital, in Lin'an 臨安，the capital of the South Song dynasty, there were 
twenty five washe (Meng 1147:14). 
Goulan, also called peng 胡月(shed)2i, was a place where Chinese opera and 
other genres of performing arts were performed by professional performers (Duan 
1992:155-157). Recollections of the Splendor of the Eastern Capital described an 
goulan as a topless case inferring that it had no roof; the walls were built like a 
stockade; and there was an entrance at one side of the booth (Zhao 1990:3). This 
structure of such booths served two functions: for the audience to concentrate on the 
performance and for the performers to ensure sales of admission tickets (Zhao 
1990:3). The setting inside goulan is described in the lyrics of a song, Zhuang Jia 
Bu Shi Gou Lan 庄家不識勾 ff| (Farmer Knows Nothing About Goulan), from the 
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san qu 散曲22. It described goulan as surrounded by a wooden stockade. There was 
a poster to announce the programme at the entrance, where a watchman sold 
admission tickets for two hundred yuan 元 ( d o l l a r ) 2 3 each (Zhao 1990:3). 
Inside the goulan, the stage was set in the centre, surrounded by wooden bars, 
with the audience seated at the front and both sides of the stage. Although it was not 
a permanent building structure, it was strong enough to last for a long period. The 
sizes of goulans varied. For example, Xiang Peng 象相月 of Li Wa 里瓦 could hold 
more than a thousand people in the audience for a performance, and there were no 
fixed numbers of goulan in each washe (Zhao 1990:2-3). For example, in Bei Wa 北 
瓦 ofLin'an ^ ^ ( c a p i t a l of the South Song dynasty), there were thirteen goulan. All 
washe and goulan were managed by government officials (Meng 8:2). 
2.1.2 Performers 
There were three kinds of you ling 優伶(professional performers) performing 
in goulan. Firstly, there were court artists. They included artists of jiao fang 教坊 
(Royal Performing Academy) who mainly performed za ju 雜虜1] (operatic genre of 
Song and Yuan dynasties) and artists in the jun rong zhi 釣容直 ( a r t i s t s in the 
military force) who performed in their free time (Xi 1958:30). Secondly, there were 
guan ji 官妓(artists hired to entertain officials), who performed at goulan during 
their vacations. Finally, there were yue hu 樂戶(music households) who were a few 
generations of kinfolk, who lived together in a household. All three types of artists 
represented the main performing force in goulan (Xue 1984:165) - they were the 
sedentary professional musicians. By contrast, there were some ambulatory music 
troupes, called lu qi ren 路岐人(ambulatory performer) who seldom performed in 
goulan (Zhou 1290, 8:2). Apart from the professional performers, there were 
amateurs who occasionally performed in goulan (Zhao 1990:11). 
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2.1.3 Performing art 
According to Recollections of the Splendor of the Eastern Capital, The 
Wonders of the Capital, Supplemented Memoirs from Wulin, and Menq Liang Lu^^ 
《夢梁錄》（Recollections of a Dream Life), there were five major types of 
performing art: opera, singing narrative, dance, vaudeville, and games performed in 
goulan. These five types contributed to more than one hundred performing items in 
goulan during the Song dynasty (Duan 1992:155). As mentioned in Xi Hu Lao Ren 
Fan Sheng Lu《西湖老人繁勝錄》（The West Lake 01d Man's Record of the 
Prosperity) (Meng 1147:16), there were goulan specializing in one kind of 
performance only. For instance, Xiao Zhang Si Lang /」\張四良口 performed singing 
narrative in only one goulan in Bei Wa during his life. 
Historical sources that include lists of famous za ju performers in 
Supplemented Memoirs from Wulin, catalogues of za ju performances by artists from 
the Royal Performing Academy, and descriptions in books from the Song dynasty, 
together provide a clear picture that za ju was one of the most popular performing 
genres in goulan. Due to the decline and eventual abandonment of the Royal 
Performing Academy of South Song dynasty, the artists from the Royal Performing 
Academy performed in goulan and became the new performing force of goulan. 
2.1.4 Townsfolk audience 
The development of commercial areas and light industry during the Song 
dynasty created new social structures. Workers and merchants from the lower 
echelon formed the townsfolk of the township. They lived close together and could 
financially afford entertainment. Goulan were fixed outdoor performing locations 
where performers performed daily during the daytime and evening (Zhao 1990:3). 
This constant audience who lived nearby, attended permanent performing locations 
to see performances done by sedentary artists. They expected more than routine 
performances. These expectations were, and still are, the driving force in the 
development of Chinese opera. 
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In the Ming dynasty (A.D.1368-1644) and Qing dynasty (A.D.1644-1911), the 
size of townships increased (Duan 1992:224). As the population increased, so too 
did the demands for entertainment. At the same time, nan xi 南戲，za ju, chuan ji 傳 
奇 were well developed and popularized. Under these circumstances, goulan 
developed into popular performing places where entertainment was provided for 
people from the middle and lower echelons. 
From the Qing dynasty onwards, the size of townships and populations 
gradually increased, eventually creating cities. Townsfolk were replaced by city 
dwellers, and township street performances by urban street performances. 
Irrespective of the size of townships, number of performers, size of audiences and 
number of street performing places, the basic characteristics of street performance 
remained from generation to generation: sedentary street performers; an ever-
evolving performing art; an open air public place; and a constant audience mostly 
from the lower echelon of society who lived close to the performing location and 
participated in performances at their convenience. In the 1990s, urban street 
performance at Temple Street of Hong Kong shares partial similarities as its 
predecessor from the Song dynasty. 
2.2 A briefhistory of street performance in Hong Kong 
There is no clear source to determine when Cantonese operatic singing 
activities first emerged as urban street performance in Hong Kong. From the oral 
history told by performers of Temple Street, ambulatory song groups in the 1930s 
were employed to sing in restaurants on ceremonial occasions such as wedding and 
birthday parties. Their sole function was to entertain at these parties. 
These song groups sometimes sang in the street when they did not have an 
engagement in restaurants. When they sang in the street, they had no fixed 
performing locations. They moved from place to place for two reasons. Firstly, the 
spending power of the audience was limited and could not afford daily entertainment. 
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Secondly, they moved in order to avoid the police. Urban street performance was, 
and still is, not sanctioned by the Hong Kong Government. 
2.2.1 Performing locations in the past and present 
From 1940s to the end of 1960s, street performance was a form of public 
entertainment in Hong Kong. Possession Point 大宣地 was the first fixed location 
for the street p e r f o r m e r s 2 5 to perform story telling, fortune telling, puppet shows, 
gung fu 功夫(martial art) demonstrations, and Cantonese operatic songs. There was 
only one Cantonese operatic song group performing at Possession Point. However, 
many ambulatory song groups existed in Sung Wong Toi 宋王台，Kai Liu 雞察， 
Kwun Tong 觀塘，and thejunction of Shanghai Street 上海街 and Jordan Road 佐敦 
道. 
In the 1950s, Yau Ma Tei Typhoon Shelter 油麻地避風塘 and Kellett Island 
奇力島 26 represented fixed locations for Cantonese operatic singing activities. In 
Yau Ma Tei and on Kellett Island, there were both sedentary and ambulatory 
performers. Urban street performances prospered in the 1960s at the Open Night 
Bazaar 香港新塡地 and at Temple Street 廟街，also known as Banyan Tau 榕樹頭27. 
Since the 1970s, technological development and modernization have enabled 
various entertainment media, such as television, high-fidelity sound equipment, and 
even motion picture systems, to be easily installed in households for private uses and 
at an affordable prices. According to history told by performers, eight out of nine 
l o c a t i o n s 2 8 for street performance gradually went out of business between the 1960s 
and the 1990s due to a lack of audience interest. In the 1990s, the role of street 
performance as a major form of public entertainment has faded, and the only place 
left for street performance today is Temple Street, with Cantonese operatic song as 
the major music genre. 
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2.2.2 A briefhistory of Cantonese operatic song groups at Temple Street 
Written record has yet to be found which reveals when and how street 
performance started at Temple Street. History told by old-aged audience members 
and performers pointed out that Cantonese operatic singing activities at Temple 
S t r e e t 2 9 began in the 1950s. The development of singing activities at Temple Street 
can be divided into four periods: embryonic, tumultuous, consolidating, and stable. 
2.2.2.1 The Embryonic Period: 1950to 1974 
In the 1950s, there were three ambulatory song groups. The first two were led 
by Mang Hey 盲禧(Blind Hey) and Chat Suk 七叔(Uncle Seven), and the third was 
an unknown group that performed alternatively at the location across the street from 
the Yau Ma Tei Police Station and at the junction of Shanghai and Pak Hoi Streets 
(see yellow area on map 3). In the early 1960s, these song groups began to perform 
on the muddy ground next to the banyan tree in front of the temples (see blue area on 
map 3). In 1965, Hong Kong suffered from political turmoil and martial law was 
imposed in the evening. Street performances were suspended until the end of that 
year. In 1966, street performers returned to Temple Street, and there were five song 
groups that performed at the Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest G a r d e n 3 0 in front 
of the temples. Three song groups performed mainly Cantopop, and occasionally 
Cantonese operatic songs when the audience requested them. 
The first two groups were Mang Hey and Chat Suk. The third group was 
owned by a family whose father was known as Au Chai 歐仔.The group ceased to 
perform after 1975. The fourth group was run by Lam Tim 林添 and performed 
Cantopop only. It also ceased to perform around 1975. The fifth group, named Sen 
Lung Fung Kuk Ngai Se 新龍鳳曲藝社 ( T h e New Dragon and Phoenix Singing 
Society), was the largest group, and was owned by a group of performers. There 
were sixteen performers, including singers and instrumentalists. They performed 
mainly Cantonese operatic songs using cymbals and gongs commonly found in 
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Cantonese opera. Before 1975, they occasionally performed Cantopop at the 
audience's request. 
2.2.2.2 The Tumultuous Period: 1975 to 1977 
The period from 1975 to 1977 was tumultuous for the street performers at 
Temple Street. Situated at the Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden, where 
there was and still is an open-air public area, the performance area was surrounded 
on three sides by busy traffic roads, and on the fourth side by low-rise temples. On 
one of the road facing the open air area stand densely-populated residential buildings. 
Limited by space inside the Rest Garden, the song groups were a stone's throw away 
from each other. There were no tall structures in the Garden that served as sound 
barriers to prevent sound interference from each other. Under these conditions, each 
song group raised the volume of its amplifier system in order for its music to reach 
its target audience and performers. 
This problem was complicated by the lack of walls to shield the Garden from 
noisy traffic sounds. Every day the residents across the street were bombarded with 
these noises until midnight. This daily ceaseless noise-making caused the inhabitants 
of the nearby residential area to frequently complain to the Hong Kong Police 
Department and Urban Services Department. After discussion within these two 
departments, the Urban Services Department stop the street performances at the Yau 
Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden from late 1975. As a result, the groups were 
forced to move away. 
Mang Hey left Temple Street to sing at the Open Night Bazaar which was 
located at the bus terminal near the Macau Ferry at Sheung Wan. Chat Suk and his 
group moved to the Open Night Bazaar to continue their street performance. The Au 
Chai family had already started to disband - many had married and left the group, 
and two daughters had joined go teing 歌廳(singing s a l o n ) 3 i to sing Cantopop. 
Soon after moving to the Open Night Bazaar, Au Chai ceased performing. Lam Tim 
ceased to perform after the Rest Garden was closed. 
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Sen Lung Fung Kuk Ngai Se disbanded, and its former members split into two 
groups. Half of the group moved to the Open Night Bazaar to perform. The other 
half remained in Temple Street to perform underneath the Gascoigne Road Bridge, 
and called themselves Dai Zung Kuk Ngai Se 大衆曲藝社 (Singing Society for the 
Public) (for easy reference this group will be referred to as Dai Zung) under the 
leadership ofBok Shuk Ching 卜石清. 
Dai Zung was the only song group that performed at Temple Street in 1976. It 
was situated next to the Alhambra Building under the Gascoigne Road Bridge (see 
red area on map 3), where there are two tall buildings and a bridge which keeps the 
music audible, enabling performers to perform without amplifiers. Although the 
music sound was partially shielded by the Gascoigne Road Bridge, it was not a 
sufficient barrier. The sound of percussion instruments used by the song groups 
travelled to the inhabitants at Alhambra Building, and complaints of noise were again 
filed at the Police Department. Members of Dai Zung were arrested frequently and 
brought to court by the Police Department. Eventually Dai Zung decided to move to 
Market Street, where it is surrounded by tall commercial buildings and away from 
the residential area (see green area on map 3). 
Figure 2.1 indicates the locations the song groups gradually took from 1977 to 
the present. Dai Zung settled at spot number two after they moved from under the 
Gascoigne Road Bridge. In mid 1977, Mang Hey returned to Market Street from the 
Open Night Bazaar and formed a new song group. It was situated in spot number 
one. Members of Sen Lung Fung Kuk Ngai Se moved back from the Open Night 
Bazaar to perform at Temple Street in mid 1977 to take up the position number seven. 
2.2.2.3 The Consolidating Period: 1978 to 1984 
From 1978 to the end of 1984, the song groups had their consolidating period 
and all performed mainly Cantonese operatic songs. Apart from the four song groups 
which relocated to Temple Street in the mid 1970s, there were two other groups 
which performed intermittently at Temple Street. 
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The group which was under the leadership of Leung Chun Ming 梁振明 32 
performed in position group number three shown in figure 2.1. The other group, 
which is called Lo Hang Kor 羅漢果，was located between Mang Hey's group and 
Dai Zung, but it only lasted for six months. These six groups settled in positions that 
have remained into the mid 1990s (see figure 2.1). 
2.2.2.4 The Stable Period: 1984 to Present 
In early 1984, these six song groups had an altercation with the Police 
Department, again as a result of complaints against the noise from amplifier systems 
and loud musical instruments. The District Board and the District Office of Yau Ma 
Tei mediated between the Police Department and the song groups to find a solution 
to the noise problem. 
The song groups agreed to stop using a m p l i f i e r s 3 3 and to replace the louder 
musical instruments with the less "noisy" ones. The Police Department verbally 
promised not to interfere with the street performance as long as performers would 
follow their guidelines, which included performing within specified time periods, 
with no complaints from inhabitants of the nearby residential area. 
Several years later, the District Board suggested the song groups either move to 
the Jade M a r k e t 3 4 or back to the Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden, so as 
to avoid further problems between the Police and the song groups. However, the 
board's suggestion was tumed down by both the song groups and the Urban Services 
Department. 
By the late 1980s, offshoots from the six existing groups formed two new 
groups. One of the new groups was co-owned by Chan Fung Yee 陳鳳儀，Lai Sau 
Lan 黎秀蘭 and Tsui Yuk Lan 徐玉蘭 . S i n c e this group was too close to the 
Alhambra Building, the owners received many complaints from residents. As a 
result, the Police Department closed this group and designated seven as the 
maximum number of song groups that were allowed to perform at Temple Street. 
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The seven groups have performed in their respective locations from that time 
until 1994, when one group ceased performing due to lack of audience interest. They 
left an unoccupied space behind. Not one of the groups is licensed to perform at 
Temple Street. Starting from the late 1980s, the Police have tumed a blind eye, and 
have not troubled the groups. 
2.2.3 The location of the song groups 
At present, the six Cantonese operatic singing groups are located on the 
sidewalks of Temple and Market Streets. This area is flanked by two major roads in 
Kowloon, Nathan Road and Shanghai Street (see figure 2.1). Both streets have 
heavy flows of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. On both sides of Temple Street are two 
tall buildings, the Government Offices Building and the Y a u m a t e i 3 5 Car Park 
Building. These two buildings form the backdrop of one side of Market Street, while 
on the other side, there is a Rest Garden at sidewalk level and a group of temples and 
a playground - Public Square Street Children's Playground - on a low hill. 
These commercial buildings, temples, and low hill form a natural barrier which 
shields the sound of the singing groups from the residential apartments in the nearby 
area. Each group has a specific spot that it occupies, and it always performs in that 
position. 
Song Groups No.l and 2 are located on the sidewalk at the end of Market 
Street which is closed to vehicles. As a result, it is easy for an audience to gather 
there, where they do not have to worry about traffic. Both groups face the side 
entrance to the Government Offices Building, with the low hill behind them. Public 
facilities consisting of stone stools and plant troughs separate the two song groups. 
Song Groups No.3, 4, and 6 are located on the sidewalk of Temple Street with 
the back side of the Government Offices Building behind them, and the Yaumatei 
Car Park Building across the street in front of them. The traffic these groups contend 
with is mainly vehicles entering or exiting the car park. The speed of vehicles is 
slow, so noise is kept to a minimum level. However, spectators wishing to observe 
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from the street have little room to stand in front of these three song groups because of 
the traffic passing by. These groups separate themselves from each other by using 
nylon curtains. 
Song Group No.7 is not in close proximity to the other groups. It is located on 
the sidewalk of Temple Street with the Market Street Refuse Collection Point behind 
it and the Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden across the street. 
All song groups are surrounded by tall commercial buildings and other 
facilities which have no inhabitants at night, so sound is no longer the problem it 
used to be. In addition, each group uses a large sheet of nylon as a roof to contain the 
music sound, and to protect performers and audience from rain and falling objects. 
2.3 The organization of the groups 
Each of the six singing groups consists of six to twelve performers, and the 
groups have similar musician set ups and administrative systems. 
1 
2.3.1 Musician set up 
Each group is divided into two sections: the instrumental and the vocal. The 
instrumental section can be further divided into men coeng 文場(melodic) and mou 
coeng 武場(percussive) sections. The tau ga gI 架( leader of the instrumental 
section), plays the two string gao hu 高古月(two-string fiddle)36 in the men coeng 
section, and sometimes performs with a violin. The rest of the musicians in the men 
coeng section play yang qin 揚琴（dulcimer)37, banjo38, zhong hu 中古月(medium 
two-string fiddle), tenor saxophone39 or haug wun 喉管(double reed pipe)40, zhong 
ruan 中 口元(medium size four-string plucked lute), and san xian 三弦(three-string 
l u t e ) 4 i . 
Player assists the leader of the instrumental section. The one and only 
percussion. The percussion instruments consist of a war drum 戰鼓，small gong 勾 
鑼，large woodblock 卜魚，medium woodblock 梆鼓，small woodblock 沙的，and 
bells. 
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The vocal section of each group consists of three to eight singers. At Temple 
Street, the singers are referred to as coeng hau 卩昌 口，which literally means "singing 
mouth" in Cantonese. These singers can be classified by sex, then voice production 
and role-type. 
Among the six groups at Temple Street, there are only three male singers 
compared with around twenty five females. The males use natural voice production 
called ping hau 平喉，literally meaning "plain" voice production, and they have to 
sing and act all the male role-types involved in the repertoire, which is not the usual 
practice for a Cantonese opera troupe. Such roles include: men mou seng 文武生 
(civil-military role) which is the principal male role; siu seng 小生(young male role 
or supporting male role); mou seng 武生(military role); and cau seng 丑生(comic 
role). 
Female singers can be classified into ping hau coeng hau 平喉 口昌 口 (singer of 
natural voice production) and zi hau coeng hau 子喉唱 口 (singer of falsetto voice 
production). The natural voice production singers sing like a male, but play the civil-
military, military and supporting male role-types only. The majority of female 
singers are falsettos and they are the principal singers of Temple Street. They sing 
and act the dan 旦(female roles) role type. 
2.3.2 Administrative system 
In the Temple Street area, it is commonly accepted that the dong zy 檔主 
(owner)42 of the various groups have the unauthorized right to run their groups' 
performances in their respective locations. However, these rights are not granted by 
the Hong Kong government. Everyone understands that the Hong Kong government 
may shut down the performances at Temple Street at any moment. 
Four of the groups are owned by four individual persons respectively. The 
other two groups have co-owners who also perform in the singing group. 
Apart from the owners, the groups seem to split themselves into "core" and 
"peripheral" performers. Core performers are those who helped establish a group 
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during its early development, and/or those singers who draw large audiences. 
Peripheral performers are the less important instrumentalists and/or singers, in terms 
of their ability to draw an audience. 
Non musical duties are shared by the performers. Some instrumentalists help 
to set up their everyday venue. One singer in each group, usually a male, acts as the 
programme announcer. The female singers collect donations from the audience; act 
as the public relations personnel of the group to build a relationship with the 
audience; and often provide the audience with chairs, paper fans, and sometimes cups 
of tea or cans ofbeer. 
2.4 The financial system and its function 
Generally, there are two financial systems being used by the Temple Street 
song groups. In the first system, the owner or owners of the group make all financial 
decisions. The core group of performers are not salaried: they receive a portion of 
the profits each evening. They know how the group is managed, but they do not 
have the right to make decisions. Peripheral members are salaried, and are not 
involved with the management of the group. 
The owner or co-owners of this system control the donations. First they pay 
miscellaneous expenses including the wages of the peripheral performers. Then the 
owners split the remainder into p o r t i o n s 4 3 , which are distributed amongst the owners 
and core members according to their importance to the group. This system is called 
fen fen sou 分份數(shared income system). 
In the second financial system, the owner or owners of the group are the only 
decision makers, and they control all donations. Their core performers are singers, 
and their peripheral performers are instrumentalists. Instrumentalists are paid fixed 
daily wages, called zep sen 執薪 (dai ly wage system), while singers divide their 
donations with the owner based on an agreed percentage, usually fifty-fifty. This 
system is called me ngar |貝額(quota system). 
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Occasionally the owners will set a sliding scale, whereby the singers must 
generate a fixed minimum amount of donations in order to receive their agreed 
proportion. If the singer does not generate the agreed minimum amount, she will 
receive a lower percentage for the evening. However, if she generates more than the 
agreed donations, she will be paid a higher percentage on the amount which exceeds 
the set figure. 
For both financial systems, all performers are paid the following night prior to 
the start of the evening performance. 
2.4.1 Income and expenditure 
The income of the song groups comes solely from audience donations. 
Donations are collected during every song and when the song is finished, the money 
is put into a canvas bag which hangs near the stage. Donations are collected using 
three methods. 
Firstly, singers who are not singing present trays to the audience once during 
each song. When people see these plastic trays, they are normally stimulated to pay 
for the entertainment. Donations usually range from HK$1 to HK$100, but 
occasionally are more. Furthermore, plastic trays serve to stimulate three types of 
payment activity: 1) the audience voluntarily throws the donation directly into a 
metal plate which is located in front of the singer, and the amount is from HK$1 to 
HK$100; 2) the audience clips the donation onto the music stand to show his/her 
admiration; HK$100 is the minimum amount used for this purpose; 3) during a solo 
item, singers who are not singing present to the audience a plastic tray filled with 
coins; the audience places their donations of HK$20 minimum onto the plastic tray, 
and either throw it onto the stage themselves or ask a singer to do it for them. This 
practice is called hoeng coeng 響場(sounding the stage). Dai Zung is the only group 
that still does this. 
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Secondly, somebody from the audience may request that a specific singer sing 
his favourite song, for which he will donate at least HK$50. The donation is usually 
handed directly to the singer, who either puts it on the tray or into the canvas bag. 
Finally, somebody from the audience may donate a minimum of HK$200 to 
have the instrumental section accompany his own singing. 
Song group expenditures include the nylon curtains and roofs, storage and 
transportation of musical instruments, electricity, wages, photocopies ofmusic scores, 
and purchases of miscellaneous items such as chairs, paper fans, tea, soft drinks, 
beers, and spare parts for the musical instruments. 
2.4.2 Demonstration of trust between performers and audience 
Occasionally, a group tries to generate additional income from long-standing 
members of the audience by encouraging them to request a song. For individuals 
who do not have the money to pay for a request, performers will offer them a loan44 
of up to HK$500. This loan is often interest-free and the borrower is requested to 
pay it back on their next visit. 
With this act, which is similar to a system of credit, performers demonstrate 
their trust in individuals. But they also put pressure on individuals to sponsor the 
performance, which will in tum generate a greater income for the group. 
The fact that singers have acknowledged a particular individual gives that 
person importance in the eyes of other audience members, which helps to build the 
individual's loyalty. 
2.5 Concluding notes 
We have been able to trace street performance back to the Song dynasty in 
Chinese history and have seen that it is a rather recent phenomenon in Hong Kong. 
Although the washe and goulan in the Song dynasty had things in common with the 
song groups of Temple Street 一 a fixed performing location, sedentary performers, 
and a Chinese opera music genre — the extent of popularity with the masses today is 
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completely different from what it was. Obviously, the social, cultural, and 
environmental contexts of the two periods are completely different45. 
During the Song dynasty, specific areas were earmarked by officials for street 
performance. However, in Hong Kong, no areas were ever set aside for street 
performance. As a result, as Hong Kong has grown and modernized, it has become 
more difficult to find space in which to perform. Buildings have encroached on the 
performing area, and noise from performances becomes an issue. 
Prato claimed that the gradual disappearance of street performers was due to 
the invention of the automobile (1984:153), and Schafer mentioned that, "the 
automobile and the broad space for sound travel muffled voices of the street cries" 
(Prato 1984:152). These statements are only partly applicable to Hong Kong. While 
automobiles and growing traffic are partly responsible for muffling the sound of 
street performers, the most important factor is the limited space. 
To further explain, the concrete jungle consists of living quarters in buildings 
that are connected together, with narrow sidewalks in front. The space for street 
performance, which is mainly performed on the sidewalk, has decreased. The less 
space there is for such performance, the easier it is to disturb residents. The result is 
that urban street performers have been gradually displaced from their performing 
locations. 
Urban reconstruction and road construction were responsible for urban street 
performers abandoning the eight locations in Hong Kong used in previous years. To 
be more precise, the reason these locations were abandoned, was due to severe 
environmental context limitations imposed on performers. Cantonese operatic street 
performers today do not have a broad space in which to perform, where they will not 
disturb residents and each other. 
Performers believed that, as Lofland said, there must be "a place for everything 
and everything in its place" (Prato 1984:154), and they have searched for many years 
to find a suitable location. The present location seems to be a suitable venue for 
them because it is surrounded by tall buildings with no inhabitants in the evening. 
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This avoids limitations imposed on the groups at previous locations. To further 
ensure the Temple Street location remains suitable, the groups have undertaken the 
following actions: put up nylon roofs and curtains to curtail the sound, given up 
using amplifier systems, and restricted the performing time to specific hours. 
In other words, the performers have found the path to survive in the street by 
overcoming, not submitting to，the environmental context limitations of Temple 
Street. For the time being, they have found their place. 
In the organizational context, the financial systems used by the six song groups 
in the mid 1990s are: shared income system which was the first method used in 
Temple Street; daily wage system; and quota system. The introduction of the daily 
wage system was to ensure performers received an income. The shared income and 
quota systems are to encourage performers to increase donations they generate for a 
song group. Besides these two methods used to improve the economics of the groups, 
they also encourage certain people to "spend" money they don't have, which is a kind 
of loan. This generates a larger income for the group than it would have had for the 
evening. 
Obviously, the environmental context is an important issue for Temple Street 
street performance. Street performers select their performing locations, customized 
their performing format by using nylon curtains and tents to contain the music sound, 
abandoned the high-output amplifiers, and developed administrative structures and 
financial systems to react to it. 
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Notes 
14 According to the Song dynasty history book, Shi Huo Zhi《宋史•食貨志》，thepopulationof 
North Song dynasty increased from sixteen million in A.D.1006 景德三年 to forty three million in 
八.0.1102崇寧元年. 
15 William Dolby translated goulan 勾欄 as "hook balustrades" in his book called A History of 
Chinese Drama. This is a literal translation which does not describe the shape or function of 
goulan. Dolby explained later on page seventeen ofhis book that goulan was a theatre. 
16 Rulan Chao Pian translated the name of Dong Jing Meng Hua Lu《東京夢華錄》as 
"Recollections ofthe Splendor ofthe Eastem Capital" in her book Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources 
and Their Interpretation. 
17 Rulan Chao Pian translated the name ofDu Cheng Ji Sheng《都城紀勝�as "The Wonders of the 
Capital" in her book Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources and Their Interpretation. 
18 Rulan Chao Pian translated the name of Wulin Jiu Shi《武林舊事�as "Memoirs from Wu-lin" 
in her book Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources and Their Interpretation. 
19 William Dolby translated washe 瓦舍 as "tiles markets", which is literally correct, and 
"amusement quarter", which is close to the function of washe, in his book A History of Chinese 
Drama. 
20 In an article "Washe and Goulan in Song Dynasty"「宋代瓦舍勾欄�written by Xue Rui Zhao 
薛瑞兆 for a periodical named "Research in Drama"�戲曲硏究�，he stated that a lot of 
restaurants were inside washe. However, in chapter 19 of Meng Liang Lu《夢梁錄�，not chapter 
9 as quoted by Xue, it only stated the locations of the washe and structures nearby. In other books 
such as Dong Jing Meng Hua Lu《東京夢華錄》,DuChengJiSheng《都城紀勝》，andFFw//w 
Jiu Shi《武林舊事�of Song dynasty, washe was associated with the performers and performing 
items only. 
21 ''Washe and Goulan in Song Dynasty"「宋代瓦舍勾欄�written by Xue Rui Zhao in a periodical 
named "Research in Drama"《戲曲硏究》. 
22 A musical genre which prospered during the Yuan dynasty in goulan. 
23 It is belief ihsiyuan 元，dollar, was the currency in Song dynasty. 
24 Rulan Chao Pian translated the name of Menq Liang Lu《夢梁錄�as "Recollections of a Dream 
Life" in her book Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources and Their Interpretation. 
25 This is based on the oral history of the performers. 
26 Kellett Island 奇力島，also called 吉列島 in Cantonese by the performers, is nearby the Royal 
Hong Kong Yacht Club and Causeway Bay Typhoon Shelter on Hong Kong Island. 
27 According to a telephone conversation with Mr. Tang ofUrban Council, there is no record of 
Banyan Tau 格樹頭.It is only a name. 
28 The nine locations were Possession ?01拟大宜地，Sung Wong Toi 宋王台，Yau Ma Tei Typhoon 
Shelter 油麻地避風塘，Open Night Bazaar 香港新塡地，thejunction of Shanghai Street 上海街 
and Jordan Road 佐敦道，Kai Liu 雞寮，Kwun Tong 觀塘，Kellett Island 奇力島，and Temple 
Street 廟街. 
29 The performing location at Temple Street has moved three times. At the present time, the 
performing location is at Market Street and Temple Street. The performers are usually described 
as performing at Banyan Tau 榕樹頭，but Banyan Tau area no longer exists for performance 
purposes. Therefore, for future reference, Cantonese operatic singing activities mean the 
performances at Market Street and Temple Street. 
30 That is the same place where the performers performed during the early 1960s. 
31 Go teing 歌廳(singing salon) is a restaurant or tea house with live performances of Cantopop. 
32 Leung Chun Ming 梁振明 is now the zhong hu player of song group number two. 
33 A low output amplifier system is still used by yuan 阮 today. 
34 The Jade Market is on Shanghai Street next to Henry Leong Community Centre on the opposite 
side ofTemple Street. 
35 Yaumatei is the spelling used by the building management. 
36 Gao hu 高胡 is a high two stringed fiddle which is commonly known as er hu 二胡. 
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37 Yang qin 揚琴 is a Chinese dulcimer which is played by hitting the strings with a pair ofbamboo 
sticks. 
38 This is a hybrid of the American banjo and Chinese chun qin 秦琴. 
39 This is a westem instrument except the player applies a very loose embouchure. 
40 Haug wun 喉管 is a double reed instrument with a bassoon shaped reed, which sounds like a 
trumpet. 
41 San xian 三弓玄 is a three-string plucked instrument. 
42 The dong zy 檔主 means the boss, but these bosses have no written paper from any authority to 
certify ownership of their businesses. 
43 The method ofcalculating the payment is similar for the five singing groups. They usually deduct 
from the gross income all the expenses, such as electricity, tea, and the fixed salary ofthe 
employees, and then divide the remaining money into a number of portions. The owner ofthe 
group will distribute a certain amount of money to each member based upon a prior verbal 
agreement. 
44 This point will be discussed again in chapter four from the audience point ofview. 
45 The difference between the Song dynasty in China and Hong Kong today is not the central theme 
of this thesis. This topic will be fiirther explored in future research. 
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Chapter Three 
Performers, Performing style, and Programming 
3.1 From ambulatory to sedentary performers 
In Hong Kong before the 1950s, with the exception of a song group at 
Possession Point in Sheung Wan, all Cantonese operatic song groups routinely 
alternated their performing locations within the urban area. During the 1950s, street 
performance was in a transitional period in which the ambulatory performers 
gradually became sedentary performers. From the 1960s onwards, the ambulatory 
performance slowly faded from society. 
3.1.1 Social changes 
In the years before the 1950s, chaos and hunger from two world wars 
weakened the sense of security of the people in Hong Kong (Ma 1990:42). Emphasis 
was placed on saving money as a means to enhance the sense of security. 
Expenditure on entertainment was stifled by low incomes and a lack of consumer 
interest in spending on such frivolity (Ma 1990:57). Under such conditions, a 
performing group performed at the same location for no more than two or three days. 
Ambulatory performing was the only way to exist for these street performers. 
Much of the hunger, suffering, and chaos caused by the Second World War 
subsided before the 1960s (Ma 1990:41). An economic boom, technological 
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advances, modernization of the city, and a rapid population growth created new 
opportunities for development in Hong Kong. Stable incomes and improved living 
standards strengthened consumers' power to spend on entertainment, which resulted 
in the establishment of various venues for street performance. Yau Ma Tei Typhoon 
Shelter and Kellett Island were touchstones for the performers of Cantonese operatic 
singing activities in their transformation from being ambulatory to becoming 
sedentary. 
Whereas Hong Kong suffered from political turmoil in the mid 1960s, there has 
been a constant economic boom since the 1970s. The financial status of most 
consumers improved steadily. Street performers received enough financial support to 
become sedentary performers, now based at Temple Street. Most of the older 
performers of the song groups at Temple Street were ambulatory performers of the 
bygone era. 
3.2 Performing style of the song groups 
Until the mid 1990s, there has been no unified performing style at Temple 
Street. Each song group determines its style based on the performing capability of its 
singers. At present, there are two performing styles are used at Temple Street. One 
style is adopted from the singing stage, and the other from the Cantonese Opera. The 
singing stage style consists of singing without using stage props, and singers usually 
perform in a standing position with minimal gestures. Five of the six singing groups 
at Temple Street currently use this style. 
The second style, which incorporates Cantonese Opera stage movement, is 
visually similar to a Cantonese Opera performance, but it lacks the stage setting. 
Singers use simple stage props to enhance their performances, but they do not wear 
opera costumes nor put on stage make-up. 
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3.2.1 Performing style associated with singing stage 
Singing stage has a long history in China as well as in Hong Kong. According 
to Yung Sai Shing (1993:5), before 1918 it was primarily performed by two seated 
gwu gei 瞽姬 ( female blind singers). Later, professional ney ling 女伶 ( f e m a l e 
singers of the singing stage) took the female blind singers' places and performed 
without gestures in a standing position. Before the 1920s, the female blind singers 
and female singers used excerpts from Cantonese operas, called ban bun gf 本，to 
perform (Wong 1986:11). 
Then in the 1930s, professional Cantonese operatic song scriptwriters for the 
singing stage emerged to write songs to fulfill the demand of the singers. As there 
were no gestures used when performing on the singing stage, singers could 
concentrate on their singing and speech delivery, and they developed an embellishing 
singing style called ney ling hong 女{令月空(Yung 1993:19). 
Apart from performing on the singing stage, these female singers also 
performed in deng lung guk 燈籠局，which was in restaurants or private places for 
special occasions (Wong 1986:90). The ambulatory song groups also performed at 
such occasions before the 1950s. 
The performing style of minimal gestures and a standing position, which is 
used by singers at Temple Street, originated from the singers of the singing stage. 
This performing style was also the easiest to master because a singer needed to 
concentrate only on her voice. That is the main reason why the singers in five out of 
six groups at Temple Street use the singing stage performing style in the mid 1990s. 
3.2.2 Performing style similar to Cantonese opera 
Cantonese opera is a performing art which consists of music presentation, stage 
make-up, stage costumes, and stage sets. In music presentation, an actor has to 
master the technique of singing, acting, speech delivery, and performing martial arts. 
Besides having performance technique, the actor should also be able to put on make-
up by him or herself according to the role-type in the Cantonese opera. Moreover, 
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he/she must be able to act with the help of stage props and stage costumes while 
singing or performing in a dance form. These basic requirements of a Cantonese 
opera actor demand years of formal training and tutoring by professional actors. 
Among the song groups at Temple Street only Dai Zung Kuk Ngai Se uses a 
performing style which is visually similar to a Cantonese opera performing style. 
However, the spatial constraint of the performing venue and the singers' limited 
training restrict these singers to using a minimum number of stage props and 
simplified martial arts when acting in a dance form. 
The singers of Dai Zung experimented with stage make-up and costumes for 
their performances, however, a shortage of manpower and the lack of a back stage 
area forced them to abandon their attempt after a short period. Although the singers 
oiDai Zung use a minimum number of stage props, simplified gestures, and no stage 
sets, their performing style satisfies the auditory and visual desires of the audience. 
Their singing style is similar to that used by singers of the other five song groups. 
The audience at Temple Street sometimes requests that singers imitate the 
singing styles of famous actors of Cantonese opera and famous singers of the 
Cantonese operatic songs. 
3.3 The performance programming created by song groups 
Although song groups at Temple Street use two different performing styles, the 
daily activities, repertoire, allotment of time to performance programmes, and the 
criteria used to determine the order of the music pieces are almost the same amongst 
all song groups. 
3.3.1 Daily activities 
Except on Wednesday, the Cantonese operatic song groups start stage set-up 
around 6 p.m. daily. They usually begin the evening's performance with an 
instrumental piece around 8:30 p.m. Simultaneously, female singers would go into 
the audience, who may be sitting or standing around the song groups, and motivate 
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them to request the singers to perform favourite pieces. Upon receiving a certain 
number of requests, the female singers will discuss with the leader or the owner of 
the song group to determine the order of the pieces to be performed. The leader or 
owner usually stage pieces involving two singers before 9:30 p.m. to attract the 
audience to stay, because such pieces usually have richer auditory and visual effects. 
From 9 p.m. to 10 p.m., the peak hour at Temple Street, three to four solo songs will 
be sung by the principal singers for the purpose of soliciting more donations. Songs 
for two or three singers will be staged after 10 p.m. Sometimes amateur singers pay 
the group to allow them to perform with an instrumental accompaniment. 
Performances end with an instrumental piece at around 11 p.m., and members of the 
song groups pack and leave soon afterwards. 
3.3.2 The source of repertoire 
Performers at Temple Street, as well as other performers of Cantonese opera, 
are not concerned about copyright of music scripts for Cantonese opera. Cantonese 
operatic scripts from all sources can be found in the stalls of all song groups at 
Temple Street. These could be in the form of music scripts photocopied from 
published Cantonese operatic song collections, or aural dictation made by performers 
from audio tapes. Among the Temple Street song groups, Cantonese operatic scripts 
are the property of each song group, and each has about 100 scripts. However, 
singers are allowed to keep one set for themselves. As a usual practice, singers keep 
their music scripts separate from the group's scripts，so they can quickly find what 
they are looking for. 
When they changejobs from one group to another, it is easy for singers to take 
their scripts to other song groups. Job changes provide a chance for scripts to 
circulate amongst song groups. Investigation during the past two years has revealed 
that Cantonese operatic songs used by song groups at Temple Street are virtually the 
same. 
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3.3.3 Time allotted to performances 
The song groups start to perform at 8:30 p.m. and end precisely at 11 p.m. 
There is a total of two and a halfhours of performance time. Besides the customary 
first and last instrumental pieces, which last two to three minutes each, and the male 
singer's introduction to each performing item, the net singing time is around two 
hours and fifteen minutes every evening. Within that time frame, song groups aim to 
perform nine to twelve songs, to gain maximum donations. Some preexistent t u n e s 4 6 
last only five minutes, but typical Cantonese operatic songs can last up to twenty five 
minutes. The leader or owner of the song group determines at what point in the 
programme the preexistent tune should be performed. 
Before 9 p.m. songs can be performed by soloists or by two voices, but the 
sequence is not important. Song groups usually start a piece with two voices instead 
of one to prevent the first solo singer from feeling that he/she is of lesser 
i m p o r t a n c e 4 7 t o the song group. Then various song pieces, which may include comic 
Cantonese operatic songs or preexistent tunes, will be used to keep the audience's 
attention. 
The peak hour of audience attendance is from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. This is also the 
most important time for the song group to solicit donations. The leader or owner of 
the song group will allot equal time between the principal singers to perform their 
solo Cantonese operatic songs. This allows principal singers to have equal 
opportunities to get their donations. 
After three or four songs, the audience begins to ebb at around 10 p.m., and the 
time for audience participation and experiments begins. Some amateurs pay the song 
group to accompany them, and some song groups promote debut Cantonese operatic 
songs at the audience's request. Preexistent tunes are usually a hot item during this 
period which lasts until the end of the evening at precisely 11 p.m. 
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3.3.4 The criteria used to set a programme 
During the ambulatory period, performers developed one or two programmes 
that they performed over an extended period of time without concem because the 
audience was never the same. However, as sedentary performers they encountered 
almost the same audience daily, which made the programme an important factor to 
their success. Furthermore, in order to keep audience attendance high, performers 
had to be able to perform as many Cantonese operatic songs as possible. So, two 
main challenges arose when the performers became sedentary: 1) they had to 
develop a programme for an entire evening; 2) they had to broaden their repertoire 
(this will be discussed in chapter five). 
The criteria used to set the order of the songs for an evening's programme 
include: how long requesters' stay, how long the peak hour lasts, the singers' 
popularity, how many songs each singer sings, and how frequently a group can 
solicit donations from the audience. 
The duration of the requesters' presence sometimes throws out the group's ideal 
programming. No matter what time of evening someone requests a song, it takes 
priority. The song groups perform whatever an audience requests. However, if two 
people simultaneously request performances from two singers, the singers consult the 
leader or owner to decide who should perform first, and then the singers ask for the 
requesters' permission to perform in that sequence. 
Solo items sung by principal singers during peak hours are usually sentimental 
and emotional. These are either trendy pieces, or pieces with gestures that have 
strong visual effects. This peak time is monopolized by principal singers because of 
their popularity with the audience. Song groups normally do not perform lengthy 
Cantonese operatic songs during the peak hour — as the usual practice is for singers to 
ask for donations from the audience once during each song, lengthy songs lower the 
frequency of asking for donations. This would reduce the income song group can 
generate during the peak hour. 
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It is rare for two preexistent tunes to be sung in sequence — the exception is 
when the first song is very short and the second is offered gratis to the audience. If 
donations are solicited too frequently during short preexistent tunes the audience will 
be scared away. 
Besides promoting debut songs that are sung by principal singers, non-principal 
singers perform most of the songs during off-peak hours to lighten the workload of 
the principal singers. 
The criteria used to set an evening's programme mentioned in this section, 
serve two purposes: the financial interests of the song groups and the preferences of 
the audience. 
3.4 Concluding notes 
Street performers realized that ambulatory performance could never revive in 
Hong Kong because of social changes. Sedentary performance was the only option 
for them. 
i 
Today, in order to attract and keep an audience from the pool of people who ‘ 
frequently go to Temple Street, street performers now rely on programming and 
I 
repertoire. They have experimented with their programmes to find what brings the , 
best results. 
Concerning repertoire, these performers understand that a limited one can be 
mortal for their sedentariness. Broadening their repertoire is therefore strongly 
desired. This has been done in two ways. 
Firstly, not all Cantonese operatic songs, especially those from the singing 
passages or acts of Cantonese operas, can be easily performed in the urban street. 
Therefore, performers decided on a method of customizing these songs to make them 
performable in the context of their urban street location. 
Secondly, the audience at Temple Street sometimes treats singers as a 
substitute for somebody famous. So to meet the demands of the audience, singers 
should be able to imitate the singing styles of several famous actors or singers. 
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Through this imitation, singers customize their singing style to render the familiar 
style and sound of the original version of the Cantonese operatic song. 
Obviously, such customizations benefit performers. However, they also benefit 




46 Preexistent tune in here means a short song. 




Roles and Functions of the Audience and the Interlocking Relationship 
between Audience and Performers 
4.1 Historical background 
Audience interest in Chinese opera and street performance is an integral part of 
the development of this music genre. While the end result that an audience seeks -
enjoyment — is the same for all people, development of the city, stratification of the 
social structure, and expansion of various working classes make the audience role 
and function more complex and multi-purpose. 
4.1.1 The importance of the audience to Chinese opera 
The audiences as the earth of Chinese opera (Gwo 1990 10:29) and as the true 
god of Chinese opera (Wang 1992 1:10), has always been the backbone of Chinese 
opera. Although scholars may have different interpretations, "no audience, no opera" 
(Jau 1990:1) is surely a fact which pinpoints the paramount importance of the 
audience, as well as signifies the relationship between Chinese opera and its audience. 
Performers of Chinese opera, the medium between the performing art and the 
audience, become the glue that binds these entities together. Performers use Chinese 
opera to entertain an audience. An audience's participation in a performance is 
twofold: it provides financial support and psychological encouragement. Such 
support stimulates performers to improve and keeps the music genre alive. 
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In the relationship between audience, performers, and the genre, each interact 
with each other. The degree of interaction between them depends on societal 
changes, the economy, and the contextual environment of the music event. Above all, 
the importance of the role that each plays varies according to the same factors. 
4.1.2 Historical references to types of audiences 
Recollections of the Splendor of the Eastern Capital, written during North 
Song dynasty, (A.D.960-1127), mentions there were more than fifty washe and 
goulan in the commercial area of the capital，Dong Jing 東京48, which represented 
only part of the total performing venues. The goulan inside the washe could hold 
more than a thousand people for a performance. Chinese opera (such as zaju 雜慮1]49) 
was one of the major performing items in the goulan (Duan 1992:155-157). 
Another source, The Wonders of the Capital, mentioned that during the South 
Song dynasty (A.D.1127-1279), there was an economic boom which enabled people 
to indulge on entertainment. As a result, street performance prospered, more washe 
and goulan were built, and miao hui 廟會(gatherings at temples) (Zhao 1990:24) 
were used for various types of street p e r f o r m a n c e 5 o . 
As commercial areas developed during the Song dynasty5i (A.D.960-1279), 
areas for performance were also established. These gave rise to sedentary 
professional street performers. People who lived in or around these commercial 
areas attended these performances. Thus, the audience made up of townspeople 
emerged. Following the expansion of town into city later, this audience became the 
urban audience. 
Apart from commercial areas, Chinese opera has played, and still plays, an 
important part in ji shen sai hui 祭神賽會(religious celebrations) and festivals in the 
rural areas of China where Chinese opera was primarily staged as a form of 




Throughout history of Chinese opera, prestigious people, such as merchants, 
military and government officials and their families, were in the minority in the 
audience. However, their unquestionable financial and political power could either 
promote or destroy Chinese opera ovemight (Zhao 1990:46-47). 
In the early part of the twentieth century, with the expansion of urban areas and 
space re-zoning, the number of outdoor performing locations gradually decreased. 
Some Chinese opera performances moved to tea houses, restaurants, and theaters, 
where they were widely accepted by the urban audience as part of their cultural life 
(Zhao 1990:91). In these indoor environments where lighting, space, and sound 
could be controlled, part of the former outdoor audience who wished to better 
appreciate Chinese opera performances, became indoor audiences. 
Females represented a large portion of this indoor audience, and were the major 
supporters of Chinese opera for two main reasons: 1) the rebellious and non-realistic 
content of Chinese opera (Ward 1979,14:19) temporarily distracted and 
psychologically lifted them away from discrimination; and 2) the enclosed 
environment of the indoor performing venue gave them a sense of security. 
4.1.3 Audience roles and functions 
The role of an audience, especially during the Song d y n a s t y 5 2 , was simple and 
straightforward. Despite diverse backgrounds and social positions, people came to 
enjoy the performances and to support performers financially. 
At some point, the audience developed additional roles: people became fans of 
famous singers or actors, and/or a specific opera; and some created associations 
where they could leam and perform Chinese opera as amateurs, and also help to 
enhance the reputation of certain performers. These associations included Zi Di Ban 
子弟51 in rural areas (Lu 1992:67), Piao Fang 票房 for Peking opera and Kuk Ngai 
Se 曲藝社 for Cantonese opera. 
These additional roles changed the behaviour of the audience, from passively 
enjoying performances to actively participating in them. Such active participation 
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helped to increase the popularity of Chinese opera and to develop better awareness of 
the genre. 
4.2 The audience at Temple Street 
In principle, any pedestrian who loiters on Temple Street can be considered 
part of the audience. In the following analysis, the audience has been categorised 
according to the duration of individuals attendance, the role and function played, and 
the amount of money spent. 
4.2.1 Characteristics of the Temple Street audience 
While the audience at Temple Street shares the same roles as the urban 
audience that attends Chinese opera at other venues - personal enjoyment and 
financial support for the performers - it has its own unique characteristics. 
Entertainment and financial support for an individual or group are definitely not the 
only purposes. 
The audience is neither fond of promoting Cantonese operatic songs, nor 
forming Kuk Ngai Se to learn and perform them. It does not even care about the 
standard of performance nor the length of a song. Often when there is a request for a 
song, the audience does not specify which one; it is content with the group's selection. 
This audience is not young men like the audience of the washe during the Song 
dynasty (Jau 1990:23); it is mostly men of forty years or older. Because Temple 
Street has a bad reputation as a crime-infested area, very few unaccompanied females 
go there. 
The audience comes from the lower-echelon of society, with little education 
and low self-esteem. However, performers show respect for these men, which helps 
to give them self-assurance. 
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4.2.2 Classification of audiences and their roles and functions at Temple Street 
From observations and research conducted during the past two years, 
there appeared to be five major types of audience at Temple Street: 1) core audience, 
the main financial supporters of the song groups and individual performers; 2) 
peripheral audience, Cantonese operatic song lovers who seldom show loyalty to a 
particular group; 3) supportive audience, mainly senior citizens who no longer work, 
and some ofwhom live in the Street Sleepers' S h e l t e r 5 3 ; 4) onlookers, young couples 
or people of any age, who are attracted by the music but usually leave before singers 
present plastic trays for donations; and finally 5) tourists, who are more interested in 
pictures of the song group than in listening to the songs. 
4.2.2.1 Core audience 
The core audience provides the main financial support of a song group. It is 
mainly male blue-collar workers between forty and sixty years old. While these men 
are not very wealthy, they attend street performances three to six times per week. At 
most, they account for ten percent of the audience of any song group. 
When they show up at a song group area, singers spontaneously greet them in a 
friendly manner and lead them to the reserved seating area. Most song groups then 
serve the core audience with a cup of tea, a can ofbeer or a dish of peanuts. The only 
group that does not do this is Dai Zung Kuk Ngai Se. 
The singers then solicit song requests from the core audience. After some 
repartee, someone usually donates two to three hundred dollars for a request, but the 
donation rarely exceeds a thousand dollars. Besides monetary donations, someone 
might present an occasional gift of modest value to a favourite singer. 
This category of audience enjoys certain privileges amongst the song groups, 
including Dai Zung. For example, if someone wanted something to eat during a 
performance, one of the members of the song group would go to purchase it. In 
retum, and in order to show generosity, that person might invite members ofthe song 
group to join him for snacks. 
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The following two cases indicate the type of behaviour of individuals in the 
core audience. Mr. Yeung, in his late thirties and owner of a garment factory, visits 
Dai Zung at least five evenings per week. He has a reserved seat near the percussion 
section, and donates approximately two hundred dollars each evening. Although Mr. 
Yeung has been an audience member of Dai Zung for only three years, he has 
established friendships with all members of that group as well as with most members 
of the audience. When a singer sings his favourite song, he joins in with a low, 
whispering voice, and uses accurate lyrics. If the song is new to him, Mr. Yeung 
asks for a spare copy of the script so he can leam it. 
The second case, Mr. Yu, is a skilled factory worker in his mid-forties. He 
participates in the street performance by singing with the song group when 
appropriate. Instead of donating to an individual singer, he pays two hundred dollars 
each time the song group accompanies him. Even though Mr. Yu does not support 
specific singers, he is welcomed by song groups at Temple Street. Not only does he 
contribute to sing his song, but the audience donations from his performance are kept 
by the group. During Mr. Yu's performance, singers can take a break to carry out 
duties such as public relations. 
Although Yeung and Yu use different approaches to show their loyalty to a 
song group, they gain similar respect. Such people, who comprise the core audience, 
form the most important audience category in terms of the song group's survival. 
Certainly they are most eagerly sought after by all song groups. 
4.2.2.2 Peripheral audience 
The peripheral audience is mostly males, ranging in age from around forty to 
sixty. In terms of its financial support of song groups, it is second in importance. 
Individual donations seldom exceed thirty dollars. However, when added up, they 
represent a major source of income for the group. This audience makes up fifty 
percent of the total. 
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The men in this category come to Temple Street quite often. However, like 
television viewers with remote controls to screen all channels, they go around the six 
groups before choosing one. They search for a favourite song, and when they find it, 
they stay to enjoy the whole piece. They may stay on if they like the next song, 
otherwise, they move to another group. Definitely, they are not "shuttled by sound or 
engaging in unfocused listening or peripheral hearing" as described by Schafer (Prato 
1984:152). 
These men in the peripheral audience concentrate on a singer's performance, 
and show their admiration to the singer by clapping after a good effort. They never 
request a favourite song, even when asked; nor do they show their loyalty to a song 
group. They will even refuse a cup of tea from a singer. 
4.2.2.3 Supportive audience 
Attendance of the supportive audience is steady, and constitutes around twenty 
percent of the total audience. The people in this category are retired senior citizens, 
males above sixty years of age who survive on government Old Age Allowances. 
Most ofthem loiter around the Temple Street area in the daytime. At night, some of 
them sleep at the Street Sleepers' Shelter when it opens. 
During the evening, these men gather at the middle of Market Street near the 
plant troughs (figure 4.1). They choose this location because the huge Government 
Office Building on the left, the slope of the playground on the right and the canvas 
tent of Dai Zung form a shelter which provides a warm and home-like gathering 
place, where these old men can feel free to chat and listen to Cantonese operatic 
songs. 
Because of the poor financial situation of these individuals, they are unable to 
give generous donations to song groups. So in order to compensate, they assist the 
song group in two unique ways - as reactors to the audience and obstacles to passers-
by. 
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As reactors, the supportive audience immediately gives loud exclamations 
when people throw donations, especially paper , onto a metal plate (which is put on 
the stool in front of the singer's singing position) or stage. This attracts everyone's 
attention. This action ensures the song group does not overlook the donation, which 
could anger the donor. For the donor, this action honours him because everyone's 
attention is on him. For other participants, this action stimulates them to follow suit 
in order to gain similar recognition. 
As obstacles, the supportive audience loiters on the sidewalk of Market Street, 
which slows the movement of passers-by. People passing between Nathan Road and 
Shanghai Street must slow down to get past these men. As often occurs when 
something is happening on the street, people are curious to find out what it is. They 
either slow down or stop, which adds to the crowd already gathered. This creates a 
perfect opportunity for Dai Zung, who may have enough time to tum the passers-by 
into their immediate and, hopefully, future audience. 
"Chairman Leung", seventy-six years of age, is typical of the men in the 
i 
supportive audience. He has lived on Old Age Allowance for more than ten years. 
Leung has been coming to Dai Zung daily for more than twenty years - where he sits 
in almost the same spot every night, in the middle of the sidewalk on Market Street. 丨 
Although Old Age Allowance is his only income, he donates ten dollars to the solo 
singer every evening. Such a donation is unusual for these men, because, as in 
Leung's case, this amount of money is his total expenditure for food per day. While 
this is a very small amount of income to the song group, it is noticed and appreciated 
by them. Even when the singers suggest Leung should keep it, he refuses. He says 
that being able to donate gives him a feeling of self-satisfaction and a chance to show 
his admiration for a solo singer. Mr. Leung is less worried about his financial 
situation than he is about having rainy days, which deprive him of his evening 
entertainment. 
As mentioned, Mr. Leung and the supportive audience of Dai Zung have 
important functions. Although they do not actively participate in the music nor 
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support the song group financially, their unique assistance is most beneficial to, and 
appreciated by, Dai Zung. 
4.2.2.4 Onlookers 
Onlookers include passers-by of any age, and couples under twenty-five years 
old who come to spend an evening wandering and shopping on Temple Street. 
Passers-by are attracted by the sound, and the youngsters treat the songs as 
background music while they eat food purchased from nearby mobile food stalls. 
Passers-by linger long enough to satisfy their curiosity, and the couples 
disappear when they have finished their food. But both groups ensure they depart 
before the singers can present plastic trays for donations. If they cannot avoid the 
plastic tray, they will unwillingly donate one or two dollars to a singer. 
Onlookers are not an important category of audience in terms of their financial 
contribution to the song groups, but they serve a purpose in gathering the audience. 
4.2.2.5 Tourists 
Tourists come to the night market at Temple Street for sightseeing, usually 
with guide books and cameras in hand. By chance, the sound of the operatic songs 
attracts their attention and the scene of the song group activities draws them closer. 
After fulfilling their curiosity about the oriental music and taking a picture of the 
singer, they may donate a few dollars and leave immediately. 
4.3 The interlocking relationship between audience and performers 
The interlocking relationship between audience and performers at Temple 
Street, is different to the relationship that was mentioned in the beginning of this 
chapter. It exists because the audience provides for the basic needs of performers 
through financial support, and in return, receives satisfaction for its needs for social 
esteem n e e d s 5 4 . Moreover, this interlocking relationship developed on its own 
accord, it is a by-product of the interaction. This relationship could be close or 
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distant, one-on-one or group-to-one. This topic will be examined by looking at the 
interaction from the perspectives ofboth groups. 
4.3.1 Audience perspective - interaction between audience and performers 
Like a washe. Temple Street is a public place where people can come and go as 
they wish. They do not have to buy admission tickets for performances, so they are 
not concerned about having to spend their money. They do not hesitate to leave at 
any time. In other words, the audience's coming and going is a natural occurrence 
with no constraints. 
However, many personal reasons can cause the audience to stop coming to 
Temple Street. Such reasons are loss of interest in Cantonese operatic songs; 
becoming bored with the environment of Temple Street and/or the song groups; and 
being affected by a poor economic environment. 
As mentioned earlier, these people are mainly from the lower-echelon of 
society, and their financial situation is closely linked to the economic situation in 
Hong Kong. In the case of people who comprise the peripheral audience, when they 
are affected financially, they come to Temple Street less frequently. For those in the 
core audience who are severely affected, they simply disappear. They cannot afford 
to maintain their level of donations, and they do not want to lose the self-esteem that 
they have established. One such case is Mr. Lai, a skilled worker and co-owner o f a 
small metalware factory. 
In 1993, Mr. Lai came to Dai Zung as frequently as four evenings per week. 
He usually brought along a small bottle of brandy to drink, and would ask the song 
group's assistant, Ah Wing, to buy four cans ofbeer and some peanuts for him. In an 
evening, Mr. Lai would spend four hundred dollars including the donation, which 
totalled one thousand six hundred dollars per week. In 1994 he mentioned to one of 
the others in the audience that the recent poor economic growth in Hong Kong was 
affecting the financial situation of his small factory. He has not come to Temple 
Street since then. 
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In Chinese opera, it is usual for people in the audience to be fans of principal 
singers or actors. At Temple Street, besides being fans or showing loyalty to singers, 
some people feel they are also responsible for the defending them too. 
Such a case occurred on November 11, 1994, when a sixty-four year old man, 
Mr. Lee Yu Kwun 李？女均，was listening to song group number four. Sixty year-old 
Mr. Lau Yung Giu 劉容嬌 verbally abused a singer, Ms. Lam Siu Mui 林笑梅，by 
criticising her singing technique. Lee quarrelled with Lau twice during the evening 
trying to defend Ms. Lam. A short while after the performance ended, Lee was found 
murdered in the back alley of Temple Street, killed by Lau. Lee demonstrated his 
responsibility to defend his favourite singer, which ended with him losing his life. 丨 
Ms. Lam stated that she has lost someone who was loyal, a strong supporter, and 丨 
most importantly, a good friend. , 
Besides defending singers, the audience sometimes acts as guardians who look , 
• 
after the well-being of the song groups. Senior members of the audience often pass 
on their experience to young singers - human relationships, the meaning of life, and f 
the importance of keeping a stable job - hoping their advice will keep their group 丨 
together. Also, for favourite singers, they often offer gifts of small items used in 
daily life, bring dinner boxes for consumption before performances, and occasionally ' 
take the singers to dinner after performances. This guardianship is applicable to the 
audience of all groups. However, the singers of Dai Zung only accept inexpensive 
gifts, and never an invitation to dinner. 
Being a fan or supporter of an individual singer can also have a negative effect 
on the song groups at Temple Street. Traditionally, in a Chinese operatic troupe, 
there is usually one principal singer or actor for each role-type. As mentioned in 
chapter two, Temple Street singers are classified by voice type, and female falsetto 
singers are the principal singers. Normally there is more than one principal singer in 
each group, and each of these singers may have her own fans. 
Sometimes these fans unintentionally create problems. To show off their 
financial ability to support a favourite singer, the fans of one singer may compete 
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against the fans of other principal singers by seeing who can give the most money. 
(Such competitions are occasionally instigated by the singers themselves.) At times, 
the singer who raised less money may feel she has lost face, and has to leave to join 
another group. This is encouraged by her fans. So while the song group gains a 
rapid increase in donations in the short term, it is not pleased to lose a singer. 
In this instance, the audience functions as a destructive force to one group, 
while being a constructive force to the other. Here is a case in point. Miss Lam 
Wing Yee 林永儀，who was a singer in song group number three, was encouraged by 
her fans to join song group number one in March 1995. Song group number three ‘ 
I 1 
could do nothing to prevent her leaving — they had to face the loss of a singer and her ‘ 
audience, alongwith the sudden decrease in income. For song group number one, the ‘ 
recruitment of Miss Lam meant its survival. The group, managed by a blind owner, 丨 
almost ceased business because most of its singers left to join a singing stage. Song , 
I 
group number one started to flourish again. 
The audience sometimes likes to act as managers by introducing singers to ) 
Temple Street - Miss Lam Wing Yee is a good example. Before she joined group • 
I 
number three, she came to Temple Street daily with her friend Mr. Lau, who 
supported her attempt to become an amateur singer. As part of the core audience, Mr. : 
Lau introduced Miss Lam to others in the audience, and helped her to become 
acquainted with them. A month later, Mr. Lau suggested group number three employ 
Miss Lam as a singer. The owner eagerly accepted because Miss Lam already had an 
audience who liked to donate to her singing. 
Individuals like Mr. Lau, who introduce and manage singers, can help song 
groups recruit new singers, but they can also take away the group's sovereignty over 
the singers. To avoid finding themselves in such a predicament, the singers of Dai 
Zung assume responsibility to find potential amateurs, and promote them to their 
audience. In the case ofMr. Lee, a student at Chinese University, the singers oiDai 
Zung act as his manager. Their team work lowers the risk of their singers and 
audience being lured away. 
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The audience demonstrates its close relationship to the song group in two ways: 
by assisting it in various ways and by borrowing money from it. For example, when 
Dai Zung held its Spring Festival dinner party and performance in a community hall, 
the audience eagerly and voluntarily posted posters outside the venue, and assisted on 
the night as photographer, receptionist, back-stage worker, front-stage managers and 
programme distributor. 
Another form of audience assistance is demonstrated during a performance. 
Each song group at Temple Street has only one player in the percussion section. , 
Although the player can manage, he often invites someone in the audience who has ‘ 
^ 
experience in performing Cantonese operatic songs, to perform with him. The 丨 
individual who is being invited usually accepts. Through this invitation, the ‘ 
individual can demonstrate to others his close relationship with the song group. 
I 
Some show their close relationship with a song group by openly asking to ] 
borrow money when the singers ask for donations (details are mentioned in 2.4.2). If ( 
the borrower is part of the core audience and someone the singers trust, the song \ 
group may agree, give him the money and ask for a song request in retum. The ‘ 
borrower then donates towards the song and takes the remaindes away. The ‘ 
n 
borrower may or may not be poor, but he usually pays back the loan in a matter of : 
days. Borrowers enjoy the public loan negotiation process, for it demonstrates their 
relationship of trust and respect with the song group. 
So under various circumstances the audience can provide a positive 
contribution to a song group as a defender, a manager, a source ofnew singing talent, 
a guardian, and an assistant. However, it can also be a negative force to a group 
when it takes away a group's sovereignty over managing its singers. To singers, 
audience can be a defender and helpful friend. To the group, the audience is a hybrid 
of angel and devil. 
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4.3.2 Performers perspective — interaction between audience and performers 
Unlike goulan, the song groups at Temple Street do not charge admission fees 
for performances. However, with no subsidy from the government, they must put 
their economic needs foremost. They understand that people who make up the core 
audience, their main financial supporters, may not be able to continue their current 
support indefinitely. Sooner or later they will switch from being part of the core 
audience to being part of the peripheral audience. If they lose their ability to work, 
they will join the supportive audience, just as Chairman Leung did, or they will , 
disappear, like Mr. Lai. 
) 
Therefore, striving to enlarge the size of the core audience at all times and by ‘ 
any method is the norm of the singers of each group. Singers sometimes try to entice | 
members of a core audience away from another song group by presenting valuable ^ 
gifts, whereafter war between the two groups begins. j 
The singers at Temple Street say they know their core audience has a low self- ( 
esteem and expects respect from them through individual attention. Therefore, they \ 
provide that one-on-one contact with these men, and treat them as nobles of Temple ‘ 
Street. They entice them with a seat, paper fan, soft drink, beer, snack and ‘ 
II 
” 
excessively humble statements. But sometimes these men may abuse their "status" 
by introducing singers to competitive groups, or even to singing stages in restaurants. 
In order to prevent this from happening to Dai Zung, singers work as a team. 
When they have contact with the audience, they use group-to-one contact and keep 
their distance. They simply provide seats and paper fans, and only speak to the 
audience in friendly tones. This approach shows each person that he is of equal 
importance to the song group. It also avoids bickering between singers, and prevents 
the audience from singling out singers to lure away, which would harm the group. 
Singers of Dai Zung do not hesitate to introduce people in the audience to each 
other, while in other groups, people have to make their own acquaintances. So the 
audience that comes to Dai Zung, not only enjoys Cantonese operatic songs, but it 
also meets friends. 
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Performers of Dai Zung also build friendships with their audience to meet them 
outside Temple Street. In the past, they rented a flat in Nanking Street to train new 
singers, as well as to provide a place where the core audience could play mahjong. 
Sometimes even the owner, Mr. Bok, participated. They ceased to rent that flat in 
1978 because of the high rent. At present, mahjong is played at Mr. Bok's house. 
Playing mahjong with the audience is a usual practice at Temple Street, but for the 
audience to play mahjong at one of the group member's homes is rare. 
The song groups at Temple Street organize dinner parties for all kinds of ^ 
excuses - singers' birthdays, religious celebrations, traditional festivals and so forth. 
Besides selling party tickets to the audience at high prices, groups organize : 
« . . n 
Cantonese operatic singing before dinner, and ask for donations too. Obviously, this ,^ 
kind of dinner party is just another way of profit-making. ^ 
-I 
Unlike other song groups, Dai Zung organizes only one dinner party a year, to | 
celebrate the Spring Festival. Tickets are sold at half the actual cost, and donations ( 
towards the singing during the party are voluntary. Dai Zung uses this opportunity to 
show its appreciation and friendship to its core audience. In addition to the core : 
audience, some people from the supportive audience are invited. Chairman Leung, ‘ 
<« 
丨丨 
their old friend, always receives a free ticket from Dai Zung to honor his long-time — 
support. 
As mentioned earlier, it is normal for the core audience at Temple Street to act 
as amateur singers of a song group. The song group is eager to accompany these 
people: firstly, it is an alternative way to provide entertainment; secondly, it boosts 
the self-assurance ofthe amateur singer; thirdly, the song group increases its income 
from the amateur singers and the audience; and finally, a singer is free to carry out 
other duties. 
It is of note that in five of the song groups where amateur singers have 
established personal relationships with specific singers, it would create bickering if 
the amateur wanted to sing with a different singer. However, at Dai Zung this is not 
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a problem, because it works as a team. Its amateur singers can freely choose to sing 
with any singer without repercussions with access to a broader repertoire. 
Occasionally, Dai Zung allows good amateur singers to perform. Mr. Lee, who 
sings frequently with the group, is a year four student at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. He is part of the peripheral audience because he has financial difficulty 
in donating to sing with the song group. The singers of Dai Zung treat Mr. Lee as 
one of their singers and encourage the core audience to ask him to sing. Lee does not 
pay for his accompaniment nor does he obtain any income from his singing, but he is , 
i t 
given the opportunity to perform. Dai Zung receives income from Lee's performance, ‘ 
j 
and offers new talent to captivate its audience. Because of the attention given to Mr. 
tl 
Lee, Dai Zung also shows it cares about its peripheral audience. 
i] 
As mentioned before, the peripheral audience is the second most important , 
1^ 
financial supporter of a song group. The people in this audience focus on the [ 
performance standard of a group, but do not support individual singers nor show ( 
loyalty to a particular song group. Singers at Temple Street do not fully understand i 
the nature of the peripheral audience, and always try to convert these people to being “ I 1 
part of their core audience. Their efforts are always in vain. � 
n tl 
Normally there is a large peripheral audience at Dai Zung, because its , 
performers use a performing style which is similar to Cantonese opera. The singers 
enhance their performances by using visual effects, such as gestures, dance, martial 
arts, and props, and by adding emotion to their songs. These enhancements appeal to 
the peripheral audience. When the singers of Dai Zung perform melancholy pieces, 
such as Chung Tai Chi Bye 重台泣別(Weeping Farewell at Chung Tai)，tears run 
down their cheeks and their voices are very emotional. After such songs, both core 
and peripheral audiences often offer tissues and words of comfort to singers. 
Tissue offering from the audience is not symbolic, but an affectionate response 
for the performing style and emotional expression of the performing art (Merrian 
1964:219). It also signifies that music has the function of involvement (Merrian 
1964:223). Hence the audience is also emotionally moved by the song. This 
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emotional experience naturally draws the relationship between audience and 
performers closer. 
4.3.3 Interaction between audiences 
As the people who make up the audience at Temple Street have been going 
there for years, most recognize or know each other. In song groups where each 
singer has its own fans, the audience consists of sub-groups which do not interrelate. 
Singers do not actively introduce their fans to other singers' fans. Thus, the , 
I* 
relationship between the sub-groups is superficial. However, within a sub-group that ‘ 
if 
supports the same singer, individuals share a closer relationship with each other. j 
For the song groups, these disjointed groups can divide the audience into * 
I 
opposing groups. During past economic boom periods, when the audience had ^ 
n 
greater disposable incomes, it flaunted it by donating larger sums of money. This i 
often resulted in fierce competition and hostilities between the sub-groups. | 
To avoid this problem Dai Zung relies on its team to ensure that everyone | 
knows each other. As a result, they create a warm social atmosphere where their • 
. . 1 
audience is one large group. Without opposing sub-groups and with no attention � 
i h i| 
directed at any one singer, there is no room for competition. The audience devotes , 
itselfto the performance. One of the audience, Uncle Tam, said in an interview with 
a reporter from the Hong Kong Economic Times, 26 January 1994: "It is my will 
that drives me to come to Dai Zung - it is as strong as a drug addict in need of 
heroin." He mentioned he enjoys listening to Cantonese operatic song as much as 
chatting to his old friends. 
Between audience members of Dai Zung, their relationship will be as friends 
that share the entertainment and each others' friendship. However, between audience 
members of other song groups, their relationship is more complicated. Generally, 
these are superficial friendships amongst the sub-groups. Because they are mostly 
from the lower-echelon of society with little ability to support singers alone, 
collaboration is their only way. During competitions, they are closer friends, but 
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audience members of different song groups are competitors. Therefore, the 
relationship between audience members of these song groups depends on different 
factors. 
4.3.4 Side-effects from the audiences' relationship with performers 
There is no doubt about the importance of the audience for Temple Street 
operatic song singing activities. As a financial supporter, it helps this urban street 
performance flourish. However, the audience can also betray this street performance, • 
ft 
as previously mentioned. ‘ 
Here is an additional example. When Hong Kong is in the midst of an | 
economic boom, incomes increase and singing stages blossom, which has been the ( 
] 
case for the past two years. The audience at Temple Street becomes financially ^ 
i  
strong enough to start competitions between singers (mentioned in an earlier section). ？ 
Singers who win the competitions will be persuaded by their audiences to join | 
singing stages. Singers seldom refuse because it means an improvement in their j 
financial and social status terms. Although singers are eager to join singing stages, ‘ 
] 
owners only welcome singers who have an audience to support them financially. 
i 
When first-line singers and their financial supporters leave Temple Street, the ^ 
second-line singers and peripheral members such as instrumentalists suffer 
financially. For example, song group number one faced this disaster and almost 
ceased business in the period from January to February 1995. Conditions did not 
improve until Lam Wing Yee joined them in March. 
This scenario creates a strange phenomenon in that Temple Street performers 
do not share the benefit of an economic boom in Hong Kong. They suffer from the 
economic boom because the audience betrays this street performing culture. 
4.3.5 Audience's attitude towards the performing style and performance 
The two different performing styles at Temple Street attract unequal numbers 
of audience members. Dai Zung, the only song group that performs with gestures, 
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has the largest audience at Temple Street. Gestures and emotional presentation are 
not merely omaments (Prato 1984:152) at Temple Street. They are used to make up 
for the lack of an amplifier system and the poor acoustics. As Prato said, "it is a 
compensation for the deficiencies"(1984:157). For the audience, gestures and 
emotional expressions provide extra visual and sensory satisfaction, especially with 
tragic Cantonese operatic songs. When the audience offers tissues to the performer 
who has shed tears, such reaction is not pity for the performer, but an echo of 
appreciation for the performing style. Such a style used by Dai Zung helps to • 
« 
persuade onlookers and tourists to stay. ‘ 
When performers make minor mistakes in their gestures, they elicit different ' 
responses from the different audience groups. The core and supportive audiences ‘ 
J 
chuckle; the peripheral audience sighs; while the onlookers and tourists, who are ^ 
J 
mainly laymen, may have no response at all. ^ 
Although the song group also provides the wherewithal for social gatherings | 
for the supportive and core audiences, which is similar to Riddle's analysis of the | 
Cantonese-opera club in San Francisco (1980:299), its main function is to provide 
! 
entertainment for the audience by performing. 
^, 
I i 
There is no doubt that the main purpose for the audience who comes to Temple , 
Street Cantonese operatic song groups, is for entertainment. Apart from that, the 
different categories of audience may also come for other purposes. The core 
audience also comes to support individual singers; the peripheral audience comes for 
the performing art; the supportive audience comes to kill time; the onlooker is drawn 
out of curiosity and the tourist comes for pictures. Because of these additional 
reasons, the different categories of audience bear different roles and perform different 
functions at Temple Street. 
Moreover, more than sixty percent of the core audience who donate money for 
making song requests, do not make specific requests. They leave the decision to the 
singing groups who usually fmalize their programmes on their own. Even though the 
song groups alter Cantonese operatic songs in order to shorten the performance time 
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and to increase the frequency for soliciting donations, some of the audience does not 
realize this has been done, and others just let it be (this will be discussed in chapter 
five). Because of the characteristics of the peripheral and supportive audiences, 
onlookers and tourists, they never request songs. Therefore, they enjoy the music in 
a passive way. 
4.3.6 Effect of the interlocking relationship 
At Temple Street all song groups share the common goals of enlarging the size , 
H 
of the audience and establishing relationships with it. Except for Dai Zung, singers ‘ 
of the five song groups at Temple Street use a close interlocking relationship with '• 
i i 
one-on-one contact with their audience. Singers' humble statements and over- 丨 
enthusiastic entertaining of their fans builds strong personal relationships, which can i 
I 
be fatal for the song groups. Fans occasionally introduce their favourite singers to ， 
competitive groups, or to singing stages in restaurants. Then both singer and fans J 
leave the group. There is no doubt that this close interlocking relationship can be ！ 
beneficial to singers, but song groups can also suffer from its negative effect. • 
！ 
Dai Zung, an exception to the management system, performing style, and 
ii 
financial system normally used at Temple Street, had, and still has, the largest , 
audience from maintaining a distant interlocking relationship and group-to-one 
contact with it. This relationship, which keeps an appropriate distance between 
singer and audience, has been successful in protecting the song group. From the 
song group's point of view, the stability in audience participation creates stability in 
the financial situation. Free from financial problems, performers can concentrate on 
enhancing the performing art. As a result, the enhanced performance benefits the 
audience and performers. 
4.4 Concluding notes 
Economic booms, technological advances, modernization of society, and rapid 
population growth create new development plans for the modern cities of the world 
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(Ma 1990:40). These modem cities were established in the sixties, and nourished a 
young generation with a new living model which has been labeled "New Man" by 
Erich Fromm. 
With all the characteristics of a modem city of the world, Hong Kong is 
definitely a "New Man". Hong Kong's youngsters under twenty-five (Ma 1990:41)， 
share the same characteristics as those from other modem cities. These youngsters 
prefer highly efficient, ephemeral, rapid, and non-stop changes, and dislike slow and 
repetitive patterns (Ma 1990:41). % 
n 
Cantonese operatic songs have retained their slow and unchanged pattem, ‘ 
f； 
which is in contrast to the characteristics of these youngsters. This explains why 
I t 
most of the financial supporters at Temple Street are over forty, and youngsters are ^ 
only onlookers. In a more precise description, most of the audience members of ！ 
I 
Temple Street Cantonese operatic singing activities are typically post middle-age, , 
male urbanites from the lower-echelon of society. ‘ 
When comparing the urban audience found at Chinese operas with the audience ‘ 
found at Temple Street, they share common features - financial support of the 
！ 
performing group, financial support of individual singers or favourite operatic pieces, 
enjoyment of performances as entertainment, and occasionally acting as amateur • 
performers. 
However, compared to the audience of traditional Cantonese Opera, the 
audience at Temple Street bears a weak role in supporting the performing art. The 
Cantonese opera audience may form an association where they can leam, perform, 
and promote Cantonese opera singers and the art. In other words, the audience 
financially supports all aspects of Cantonese opera. The audience at Temple Street 
supports singers financially, but leaves the promotion of the performing art alone. 
The audience at Temple Street also differs in the extent of involvement with 
the performing groups. They have progressed from originally promoting the music 
and motivating dissemination of the musical genre, to involvement with the 
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organizational structure of the song groups, where their roles and functions become 
complex and multi-purpose. 
On the positive side, the audience at Temple Street is the financial supporter of 
these song groups. It may act as a manager when introducing new singers to the song 
groups, which alleviates their problem of recruitment. As a constructive force in the 
organization of the song group, it helps a group compete against other song groups. 
As a volunteer helper and friend to the song group, it helps to lower the operating 
cost so that the vitality of the song group will be stronger. 
•I 
On the neutral side, people in the audience sometimes perform as amateurs, ’ 
1 
then become new faces performing at Temple Street. • i 
On the negative side, the audience may introduce singers from one group to 
. . 1 
another, thus destroying the organizational structure and the financial situation ofone 
I 
of the groups. The worst scenario happens when the audience betrays the song 
singing activities at Temple Street by luring away favourite first-line singers to the i 
singing stage. ‘ 
The complexity and multiplicity of the audience's role at Temple Street is the 
！ 
result of the by-product of the interaction between performers and audience — an 
interlocking relationship. This interlocking relationship is beneficial to both parties. 
It provides physiological and safety needs of the performers, and the esteem needed 
by the audience. Because of this close association with performers and the 
understanding of their financial needs, the audience is aware that the songs have been 
customized, but tum a blind eye. 
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Notes 
48 Today, Dong Jing is known as Kai Feng 開封,which is in He Nan province 河南. 
49 Za ju 雜劇 was a popular Chinese opera during the Song and Yuan dynasties. 
50 Street performance was defined as an open-air performance by a group ofperformers. It included 
singing, dancing, story telling, martial art performing, puppet shows, etc. 
51 Song dynasty includes North Song dynasty and South Song dynasty. 
52 The audience ofthe Song dynasty has been referred to because there are many articles which 
describe them. 
53 Street Sleepers' Shelter is a place run by the Street Sleepers' Shelter Society Trustees Incorporation, 
which is a charity organization which gives old-age homeless people a place to sleep for the night. 
54 According to Maslow's hierarchy of needs, the lowest level of needs is physiological, such as 
hunger and thirst; the second level is safety needs, such as security and protection; the third level 
is social needs — sense ofbelonging, love; the fourth level is esteem, such as self-esteem, 
recognition, and status; and the top level of needs is self-actualization, such as self-development . 














5.1 Customization of the instrumental section 
) 
The instrumental section of the Cantonese opera has been known as pang^^ min 
棚面（shed front) since the Qing dynasty (Chan 1991:42). The name comes from the 
location of the instrumental section of the Cantonese opera troupe, which was on the 
Red B o a t 5 6 during the Qing dynasty (Wei 1981:56). From that period until now, the 
instrumental section has been divided into two according to the nature of the 
M 
instruments — melodic and percussive. However, the roles of the instrumentalists 
overlap, and they play instruments from both sections (Wei, 1981:56). 
5.1.1 Melodic section 
During the Qing dynasty, the melodic section of the Cantonese opera was 
similar to kun qu 崑曲 or han ji 漢 劇 . I t consisted of mg ga 如“五架頭（five major 
instruments), which are Chinese and played by five instrumentalists: er xian 二 弦 
(two string), hu qin 胡琴（hu fiddle), rou qin 月琴（moon shape lute), xiao 簫 
(vertical bamboo flute), di 笛（suo na) (Wei, 1981:56). 
In the 1920s, haug wun 喉管（double reed pipe) and heng xiao 橫 簫 
(horizontal bamboo flute) began to be used in the melodic section (Wei, 1981:57). In 
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the 1930s, the instrumental section increased to thirteen performers and each 
performer had his own title and duty. Each title consisted of a number and the word 
sau 手 which literally means hand. In practice, this word means ngok sau 樂手 
(instrumentalist). Each person's duties depended on the instruments they played. 
Table 5.1, which is borrowed from Appreciation ofArt in Cantonese Opera, written 
by Wei, shows the formation of an instrumental section in the 1930s. 
In table 5.1, there were thirteen instrumentalists in total, normally only ten 
performed at the same time. According to the Appreciation ofArt in Cantonese • 
» 
Opera (Wei 1981:56), the liu sau, cet sau, and gau sau were spare musicians for ‘ 
ovemight performances. Furthermore, Chen Zhuo Ying, in his book Common 
Knowledge in Singing and Script Writing of Cantonese Operatic Song, pointed out ^ 
that the sep sau was also a spare performer for ovemight performances (1985:312). 
In the beginning o f the 1920s, westem instruments such as the violin, comet, , 
banjo, xylophone, tenor saxophone, and guitar were gradually incorporated into the 
melodic section of the Cantonese opera (Chan 1991:43). With the inclusion of these 
instruments, the instrumental section increased to around twenty performers some 
time after the 1930s (Wei 1981:58). The formation of this section was modified 
from time to time as new instruments were introduced and others phased out. The “ 
inclusion of westem musical instruments also affected the duties of some of the 
performers in that some played additional instruments. 
According to research conducted by Chan Sau Yan concerning thirteen ritual 
opera performances held in Hong Kong in the 1980s, each instrumental section 
consisted of seven to thirteen performers (1991:45-49). Apart from the percussion 
instruments and the percussion player (to be discussed later in this chapter), there 
were six to twelve instrumentalists performing on eight to thirteen musical 
instruments. Therefore, two to four musicians had to double the instruments they 
played. The instruments that Chan found to be commonly used, were violin, yang 
qin, tenor saxophone, zhong ruan, and steel guitar. Other instruments often used 
were the gao hu, zhong hu, haug wun,pipa 琵琶（four string pear-shape lute). 
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This structure and the number of musicians in the instrumental section, noted in 
Chan's research, are the same as found in the 1960s with the Sen Lung Fung Kuk 
Ngai Se, when they were in the Yau Ma Tei Community Centre Rest Garden in front 
of the Temples. After the Urban Services Department shut down the street 
performances at Rest Garden from late 1975, the street performers realized that to 
survive they had to customize their instrumental section to be in harmony with the 
environmental context. Secondly, they could minimize their manpower and lower 
their expenses by not using some of the loud musical instruments, such as sou na, di , 
f 
zi, haug wun, and all electrical instruments or those that needed amplifiers. 
I 
The instruments used by the Temple Street song groups of the mid 1990s are 
shown in table 5.2. The formation of the melodic sections amongst these six song 
groups is similar. Instrumentalists in these sections are limited, from three to five 
each. Gao hu, yang qin, and tenor saxophone are the major instruments used. Other , 
instruments that are often used are the zhong hu and zhong ruan. This group of 
instruments forms a new combination of mg ga tau at Temple Street. 
5.1.2 Percussive section 
During the Qing dynasty, the percussive section consisted of luo, ba, gu, and < 
ban which, when combined with the mg ga tau of the melodic section, formed cet ga 
tau 七架頭（seven major instruments) (Wei 1981:56). During the 1920s, additional 
percussion instruments were adopted from the Peking opera, which gave the 
percussive section of the Cantonese opera more variety in sonority. Further to the 
explanation in the previous section about the 1930s division of labour, Sei sau, Mg 
sau were the major percussion performers who played only the woodblock and gong. 
Sam sau, bet sau were also percussion performers, but they had to perform other 
instruments as well. 
According to Chan Sau Yan's 1980s research about the musical instruments 
used in the thirteen ritual performances in Hong Kong, there were three to four 
percussion performers in the percussive section of each Cantonese opera troupe 
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(1991:45-46). The percussion instruments commonly used were the small gong, 
cymbals, luo (medium gong), and a set of percussion instruments performed by the 
leader of the percussive section which included: bu yu 卜魚（large woodblock), bang 
gu 梆鼓（medium woodblock), sha de 沙的（small woodblock), zhan gu 戰鼓（war 
drum), dai gu 大鼓（big dmm),peng ling 碰鈐（bells)，and muyu 木魚（wooden fish). 
At Temple Street from 1975 onwards, the percussive section shrank to one 
performer and about six instruments: small gong, war drum, bells, and large, 
medium, and small woodblocks. They were arranged as per the setting shown in 
figure 5.3. 
The loud percussion instruments, such as cymbals and medium gong, were 
abandoned. Instead of using them, percussion performers developed substitute 
sounds: they place the small gong in a horizontal position and strike the edge of it to 
produce a sound like cymbals, and they strike the centre of it to substitute for the 
medium gong and to produce its own sound. 
This customized percussive section creates different sound effects from those 
heard at the Cantonese opera. In music example 5.1, the original sounds ofJet Cey 
一錘(One-Stroke Percussion Pattern) are: guk, dik, ca, dek, cang in mnemonics. 
These sounds changed to guk, dik, da, dek, coeng, shown in music example 5.2 
because of the customization of the percussive section. Furthermore, bells were 
played mostly by the audience. 
This customized percussive section helps: to lower the noise level to have 
fewer complaints from residents nearby; to minimize manpower and expenses of the 
song group; and to invite the audience to play the bells so they can increase their 
sense of participation in the performance. 
5.2 Customization of repertoire 
As mentioned in chapter three, the performers at Temple Street are not 
concerned about copyright of the music scripts of Cantonese operatic songs, which 
come from various sources. Each song group possesses at least one hundred scripts 
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ofCantonese operatic songs and preexistent tunes. These scripts are stored in a trunk, 
which is used mainly for safekeeping. Only the scripts for two or more voices and 
for the instrumentalists are kept therein. The scripts for the solos are kept elsewhere 
and each singer looks after hisylier own. Cantonese operatic songs performed with 
three voices are rare occurrences amongst song groups (this will be discussed in a 
later paragraph). However, singers of some groups prefer to sing solo pieces in 
unison for their first song of the evening. 
According to the limitations of performing time, available space, manpower 
and performing ability, customization is an important step in adapting some pieces to 
be performable in this unique environment - the urban street performance. However, 
interviews with performers and investigations into the contents of their trunks, 
showed that an average of thirty percent of the total number of Cantonese operatic 
songs were customized. Among the customized songs, eighty percent were songs for 
two or more voices. This demonstrates that customization is important but not a 
requisite procedure for all scripts at Temple Street. 
Customization methods may vary in different performing contexts. Street 
performers at Temple Street use their own methods to modify certain Cantonese 
operatic songs so they can be performed there. 
5.2.1 Customization methods 
The methods for customizing the repertoire used by Temple Street song groups 
can be divided into two categories: improvisatory customization and pre-determined 
customization. Improvisatory customization is a performance practice which is used 
spontaneously by singers during a performance. Pre-determined customization is 
decided by the leaders and singers during rehearsal. 
5.2.1.1 Improvisatory Customization 
Dey cung 對衝(octave shift in the vocal line) and bao tou 爆肚(improvisation 
of speech segments) are the two improvisatory customization practices usually used 
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for Cantonese opera and also at Temple Street. The first type, an octave shift in the 
vocal line, is a momentary shift of a particular pitch or a group of pitches to an 
octave above or below the original pitch or pitches. Amongst the singers, those using 
natural voice production frequently use this practice. It relates to their voice range 
and to the condition oftheir voice when performing. Normally, it is very difficult for 
a female natural voice singer to produce a tone below "middle c" with satisfactory 
dynamics, so she transposes an octave to achieve the required result. A male singer 
would transpose down an octave when he reaches too high a point. 
In music example 5.3, the excerpt from preexistent tune Peing Wu Cau Jyt 
《平湖秋月》（Autumn Moon over the Tranquil Lake) from the Cantonese operatic 
song Jau Lung Hei Fung《游龍戲鳳》（The Frolicking Dragon and the Teasing 
Phoenix) that is sung at Temple Street, the female natural voice production singers 
usually shift an octave up from the original version to facilitate their voice dynamics 
and to find a comfortable voice range. 
The second type, improvisation of speech segments, is often heard at Temple 
Street - especially rhymed speech, plain speech, and patter speech - to show the 
talent and quick-wittedness of the singers, as well as to attract and entertain the 
audiences. These improvisations are commonly used in the comic Cantonese 
operatic songs. For instance, in music example 5.4, the rhymed speech of Zau Si 
Cing 周時清 in Gwong Gwen Jen Jyn《光棍姻緣》（Matrimony of a Swindler), the 
performer promotes himself to the audience by altering the original speech, "be quick, 
let's go to see the Cantonese opera," to his modified version, "be quick, come and see 
my performance in Cantonese opera." It makes the audience laugh. 
In music example 5.5, the atmosphere of the plain speech in Siu Cau Cing Ley 
�/」\丑1青淚�（The Clown's Tears), is suddenly changed by the improvisation of the 
singer with the addition of one short sentence. This sentence says that if the female 
singer doesn't go back to her mother, the male singer will send her as a gift to 
someone in the audience. 
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In music example 5.6, the patter speech of Mou Dai Long 《武大良^》（Mou 
the Dwarf) demonstrates how performers incorporate the context into their 
improvisation. In the patter speech, Mou the Dwarf tells his wife that his brother, a 
tiger-killing hero, is parading to their place. However, the singer alters the location 
of the parade from the living place of Mou the Dwarf to Market Street - his 
performing location. 
Usually in the improvisation of speech segments, singers mention terms, names 
or objects of the surrounding area, as well as make allusions to the audience in order 
to enhance their sense of involvement. Furthermore, the audience is usually made up 
of the same people, so improvisation of this kind adds novelty and helps maintain 
audience loyalty. 
5.2.11 Pre-determined Customization 
There are five types of pre-determined customization of the genre at Temple 
Street: omission or simplification of gesture segments, deletion of vocal segments, 
deletion or duplication of role-types, the splitting or truncation of music pieces, and 
modification of tempo. 
The first type, omission of a gesture segment, often happens in the five operatic 
groups that use the singing stage style. Although slight gestures are always 
employed in the Cantonese operatic song, some pieces require more technical and 
sophisticated gestures than a singer at Temple Street may be able to do. Most do not 
have formal training in Cantonese Opera. 
When singers receive a request from the audience to sing a piece which 
requires a technically demanding gesture segment, they will first try to persuade the 
requester to change his mind. If he refuses to do so, the singers will decide whether 
the percussive section player is able to play the lo gwu dim 鑼鼓點（percussion 
pattern) as an independent instrumental segment. This would normally be a 
percussion accompaniment for the gesture segment. 
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This instrumental segment enriches the auditory components to compensate for 
the omission of the visual components. However, if the singer or leader doubts the 
performing capability of the percussion player, the singer will sing the requested 
piece but omit the whole gesture segment. 
Changing the gesture segment into an instrumental segment was commonly 
used by song groups before 1976. At that time, some groups had two or three 
percussionists and performers used the cymbals and gong. The fully-equipped 
percussive section and sufficient manpower enabled performers to make this 
transition. 
Music example 5.7, the Cantonese operatic song Muk Gwae Jing Gwa Sey 
《穆桂英掛帥》（ O n Muk Gwae Jing Becoming the Marshal), illustrates the 
combination of percussive patterns that accompany the gesture segment. The song 
begins with a vocal segment and is followed by a gesture segment, accompanied by 
four percussion patterns. These patterns, used by performers, can be selected to be 
used randomly, selectively, or in any combination in this gesture segment. However, 
the last pattem in example 5.7 must complete the gesture segment. The number of 
percussion patterns that are used depends on the length of the gesture segment, which 
is decided by the individual singer. 
In music example 5.8, the zung cuk gwen fa mg cey 中速滾花五錘(moderato 
five-stroke percussion pattem) is used as one of the percussion patterns in between 
the first and second vocal segments of On Muk Gwae Jing Becoming the Marshal, 
when the percussive section is fully equipped. It sounds like the mnemonics shown 
in music example 5.8. However, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, after 1976 
the size of the percussive section was reduced from two or three performers to one 
through the self-discipline of the song groups, and loud-sounding instruments, such 
as cymbals and gong, were abandoned. With those changes, the sound of music 
example 5.8 became that of music example 5.9, which is completely different. 
In deciding whether to perform gesture segments, singers or leaders have to 
consider the performing ability of the only percussionist in the song group, and 
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whether he can reproduce the right mood when playing a minimal number of 
percussion instruments. With the absence of visual effects and the changed sound of 
the percussion pattem in the mid 1990s, the song groups which use the singing stage 
style usually omit gesture segments. In Dai Zung, although the sound of the 
percussion pattem has also changed, their visual effects compensate for the change of 
sound. 
Owing to the limited performing space available, even Dai Zung, the singing 
group which incorporates Cantonese operatic stage movements, may have difficulty 
in accommodating a more technical and sophisticated gesture segment. The group is 
now performing in an area of twelve by eighteen feet. Apart from the 
instrumentalists' performing area and the space for locating miscellaneous items, the 
net performing area for singers is less than eight by ten feet. In order to perform in 
such a confined area, the gesture segment has had to be simplified or customized. 
As mentioned in chapter one, there is no widely accepted choreographic system 
of notating the gestures nor written description that would indicate if a performer is 
improvising gestures from the pattemized episode or through self-design. Moreover, 
there is difficulty in knowing what the original gestures were, that would have been 
used by the first performer. Whether a gesture movement is simplified or minimized, 
it is a modification of the gesture segment in the situational context, as long as the 
gesture is customized to fit the performing environment. 
The second type of pre-determined customization is deletion of a vocal 
segment. This has two purposes: to shorten the performing time of a piece, and to 
minimize manpower. Most Cantonese operatic songs have a considerable duration of 
around twenty five minutes. In order to allow more songs to be performed within a 
given time limit, partial or whole vocal segments with similar repetitive lyrics, will 
be deleted. Usually, with this kind of deletion, the leader and singer take great care 
to not damage the content of the lyrics and the musical structure. 
Owing to the different structures of the melo-rhythmic music and preexistent 
tunes, deletion methods are different. As mentioned in Chapter One, the text of 
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melo-rhythmic music is formed by one or more couplet that is divided into first and 
second lines. The melo-rhythmic music segment ends in the first line ofacouplet to 
maintain its continuity with the next melo-rhythmic music segment. The deletion of 
some ofthis vocal segment must be in couplet form, which would be a second line of 
a couplet and the first line of the following couplet. 
On page 114 In music example 5.15, Cantonese operatic song Da Gem Zi《打 
金枝》（Teaching the Princess a Lesson) begins with a melo-rhythmic music 
segment — si gung man ban 士 工 慢 板 - a s usual. The second line of the first couplet 
and the first line of the second c o u p l e t 5 7 , which has a grey coloured background, has 
been cut. In general, deletion of part of the melo-rhythmic music segment is rare 
amongst Temple Street song groups. On the other hand, deletion of the whole melo-
rhythmic music segment is commonly used, such as on page 127 in music example 
5.15. The whole segment of song zung ban 爽中板 ( z u n g ban in fast tempo) has 
been deleted. 
Deletion of a vocal segment in the preexistent tune is not a common practice 
with Temple Street song groups because most of the audience is more familiar with 
preexistent tunes than with melo-rhythmic music. Deleting a familiar preexistent 
tune from a Cantonese operatic song may cause unnecessary displeasure from the 
audience, therefore leaders and singers have to be careful. 
The usual method for deleting a preexistent tune is to delete the whole segment. 
For instance, in music example 5.14, preexistent tune Ciu Gwen Jyn 日召君怨(Ciu 
Gwen's Sorrow) has been cut into three parts - the front, middle, and end - and 
separated into three independent vocal segments. In the version used by song groups 
at Temple Street, the whole vocal segment of the middle part of Ciu Gwen's Sorrow 
has been deleted. 
The third type of pre-determined customization is deletion or duplication of 
role-types. Owing to the limited number of singers in each song group, some role-
types have to be deleted, or some singers have to sing additional roles for the songs 
which have many different role-types (This will be discussed in a later paragraph). 
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In order to avoid confusing the audience, the vocal and speech segments of 
some minor roles may be deleted. For example, in music example 5.10, the 
Cantonese operatic song Lei Hau Zy zi Hey Gwok Gwaw Hong《李後主之去國歸 
降》（Emperor Lei Hau Zy - Joumey to Surrender), there are many role-types 
including: Zau Hau 周后（Queen Zau)，Hau Zy 後主（King Lei), Wu Zak 胡貝丨」， 
ZeongJi張義，LauZti流珠and幻•>y《《待臣（servant). The singing parts have: ney 
nep ceong 女合唱（female voice in unison), nam nep ceong 男合唱（male voice in 
unison), ney wo ceong 女和唱（female supporting voice), nam wo ceong 男 和 唱 
(male supporting voice), and 衆唱(311 singing in unison). 
Due to the limited manpower of the Temple Street song groups, this Cantonese 
operatic song is impossible to perform in its original form. In order to make this 
piece performable, the leader and singers customize it by taking out the vocal and 
speech segments of the minor role-types: Wu Zak, Zeong Ji, Lau Zu, and the servant. 
Then, all female voice parts are sung by the falsetto voice production singer, and all 
male voice parts are sung by the natural voice production singer. After re-packaging 
this song for two voices, the singers sing fewer parts, the audience is not confused by 
one singer performing too many role-types, and the manpower of the song group is 
minimized. (Time saving will be discussed in a later paragraph). 
Splitting and truncation are the fourth type of pre-determined customization of 
music pieces. For lengthy Cantonese operatic songs which can be split, the leader 
will separate them into two pieces and give them different titles. In music example 
5.11, the scene Ngem Jy 庵遇(Encounter at the Nunnery) of Cantonese opera Dae 
Ney Fa《帝女花》（The Royal Beauty), was divided into two separate Cantonese 
operatic songs - "Encounter at the Nunnery" and Seong Jing 相認（Recognizing 
Each Other). 
At Temple Street the method used for splitting this music example is different 
from that used by others. They delete some role-types, such as Zeong Cin 張千，Zau 
Zung 周鍾，Cun Dou Gwu 秦道姑，a n d move three preexistent tunes from 
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"Recognizing Each Other" to "Encounter at the Nunnery", to balance the length of 
these two songs. 
After splitting a song, if the second part is too short or repetitive ofthe first part, 
then the leader will truncate it, leaving the first part more performable for Temple 
Street. In that way, the song group avoids the risk of a decrease in income caused by 
performing a lengthy song. In music example 5.12, the Cantonese operatic song Zi 
Cai Gei zi Zep Cai Jyn《紫釵記之拾釵緣》（The Purple Hairpin — Picking Hairpin 
Romance) was stopped at fa ha gey 花下句（second line of a couplet in Kwenfa 滾 
^ t h a t is a type ofmelo-rhythmic music) and the rest was truncated. 
There is an alternative form of this customization method. In music example 
5.13, the front part of Cantonese operatic song Wan Gok Nei Hen Tin《幻覺離恨 
天》（Illusion of Heaven without Regret) was deleted and the song began in the di zi 
笛子(bamboo flute) solo that is substituted by the two-string fiddle. 
The fifth type ofpre-determined customization is modification oftempo. This 
is also a common practice used to shorten the performing time of a Cantonese 
operatic song at Temple Street. Most singers increase the tempo for all vocal 
segments proportionately, so that the audience does not notice the change. In music 
example 5.14, the singer at Temple Street, Fung Oi Wah 瑪愛華，s ings this 
Cantonese operatic song Wong Ciu Gwen《王昭君》（Princess Ciu Gwen) faster 
than the original singer, Lee Bo Ying 李寶璧 .Obviously, Fung Oi Wah has taken 
into consideration the musical aspect of the piece, and has chosen to increase the 
tempo gradually towards the climax in order to enhance the performance ofthe song. 
She is not trying to attract attention by doing this, but trying to build the climax of 
the song by using a dramatic approach. Under such circumstances, time saving is a 
side effect from changing the song to lead to a dramatic climax. 
Besides the pre-determined factors already mentioned, modification of tempo 
can also be improvisatory. If performers are running out of time in the final piece, 
they can hurry the song to ensure they meet their precise ending time of 11 p.m. 
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5.2.2 Musical analysis — an example 
Music example 5.15 is a lengthy Cantonese operatic song named Da Gem Zi 
《打金枝》（Teaching the Princess a Lesson). The original recording made by Tien 
Shing Records Company 香港天聲唱片公司（production number TSCS2100, sung 
by Yuen Sau Fai 阮兆輝 and Lee Bo Ying) has a performing time of twenty eight 
minutes. Teaching the Princess a Lesson is a Cantonese operatic song for two voices 
and the music script is fourteen and a half pages. Because of its length, this song is 
not suitable for performers at Temple Street - they would not be able to solicit 
donations very frequently. 
The number of role-types in this song is not a problem, but the length is. 
However, because it is trendy, performers are compelled to retain this piece on their 
programme list. So they have customized it using some of the above methods to 
make it performable, to entertain the audience at Temple Street, and to benefit 
financially. 
Since length is the main problem, performers have reduced Teaching the 
Princess a Lesson, from fourteen and a half pages to seven and a half. This process 
has cut the piece from twenty eight minutes of performing time to fifteen. In music 
example 5.15, the segments with the shadow background are those that have been cut. 
5.2.2.1 Analysis on the form and structure 
The scriptwriter of the original version of Teaching the Princess a Lesson, Chu 
Ngai Kwong 朱毅剛，began this piece with a melo-rhythmic music vocal segment si 
gung man ban 士工1曼板(man ban in si gung mode) shown in music example 5.15 
on page 114. This is followed by a speech segment mdfa ha gey, which concludes 
the introductory part, which is building the scenario and is sung by the female 
falsetto voice singer. 
Following the introduction, the male natural voice singer sings in dou ban 侄!)板 
(a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music type) as illustrated on page 115, and then 
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continues to sing a preexistent tune, Ging Diu 京調（Peking opera melody), which is 
adapted from a Peking opera. 
Ging Diu is followed by daifa ha gey 大花下句（seen on page 116)，which is 
the second line ofkwenfa sung in dai hau 大喉（natural voice production with rough 
quality). This demonstrates the singer's emotion in this Cantonese operatic song. 
A short plain speech segment then functions as a moderator to link the 
preceding melo-rhythmic music vocal segment si gung man ban with another melo-
rhythmic music vocal segment,7/ wong. This ji wong is immediately connected with 
a preexistent tune, Ziu Seik Ming Qin 蕉石鳴琴（Playing Qin on Banana Shape 
Rock), in the fan sin mode shown on page 116. 
Plain speech of only a sentence helps to shift the preexistent tune vocal 
segment to another melo-rhythmic music vocal segment, fan sin zung ban. This 
melo-rhythmic music segment is followed by two sentences of kwen fa which are 
sung. After there word, plain speech is used (as shown on page 118), before the 
preexistent tune, Zau Ma 走馬(Running Horse). This tune ends on page 120 and is • 
followed by two sentences of Tan Gei Mei 妲己尾（last phrase of Hei Tan Gei 戲妲 
己）and two sentences of hi^en fa. 
The scriptwriter then placed a plain speech and percussion segment dyn tau 段 
頭(name of a percussion pattern) to separate the kwen fa from the preexistent tune, 
Dong Fung Dae Jet Zi 東風第一支（The Premiere Song ofEast Wind). This was a 
new tune specially composed for this Cantonese operatic song (refer to page 121 to 
125). This preexistent tune is interrupted by two plain speeches, seen on pages 122 
and 123. 
Following The Premiere Song of East Wind, one sentence of plain speech is 
used. It is followed by: a kwen fa, a percussion segment, another plain speech, a 
melo-rhythmic music segment zung ban, a kwen fa, and finally one sentence ofplain 
speech ^>ages 125 and 126 refer). 
After the plain speech, a preexistent tune, Ban ZukMa 班竹馬（Horse Made by 
Ban Bamboo) 'mfan sin mode (on page 126), then goes straight into another melo-
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rhythmic music song zung ban 爽中板(zung ban in fast tempo) on page 127. Then a 
plain speech is followed by a short zung ban and kwenfa. A percussion segment, a 
plain speech, and a kwenfa end Teaching the Princess a Lesson on page 128. 
As mentioned, this original version of Teaching the Princess a Lesson was 
customized by the Temple Street song groups to shorten its performing time. 
The piece now starts with a fragment of the melo-rhythmic music vocal 
segment si gung man ban — where the second line of the first couplet and the first 
line of the second couplet are deleted. 
This is followed by a speech segment and fa ha gey sung by the female falsetto 
voice singer to introduce the background of the story. The male natural voice singer 
follows the female singer (on page 115) with a dou ban, but his introductory part in 
the original version, a preexistent tune Ging Diu has been deleted. After dou ban, 
daifa ha gey on page 116 builds the emotion in this Cantonese operatic song. 
In this customized version, pages 117 through 120 remain unchanged. The last 
three sentences of the plain speech on page 121, which lead into the preexistent tune, 
The Premiere Song of East Wind, plus the tune itself which follows, have all been 
deleted to shorten the song (pages 121 to 126). However, the one sentence ofplain 
speech and kwen fa on page 125 were re-located to page 127 (the position is 
indicated with an arrow). 
Because ofthe deletions, this plain speech on page 121 is now connected to the 
preexistent tune on page 126, Horse Made by Ban Bamboo. It is followed by the one 
sentence plain speech and kwen fa taken from page 125. 
On page 127, the zung ban in a fast tempo was also deleted, but the remaining 
segments are the same as in the original version. The Temple Street version of 
Teaching the Princess a Lesson now has only seven and a halfpages. 
In short, the structure of the customized version of Teaching the Princess a 
Lesson is: melo-rhythmic music — plain speech —fa ha gey — plain speech —fa 
ha gey — plain speech 一 melo-rhythmic music 一 preexistent tune 一 plain speech 
—melo-rhythmic music — kwen fa 一 plain speech — instrumental segment — 
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preexistent tune — Tan Gei Mei — quick kwen fa 一 plain speech — preexistent 
tune — plain speech — kwen fa — plain speech — melo-rhythmic music — 
instrumental segment ——plain speech — f a ha gey. 
5.2.2.2 Analysis of the functions 
In Cantonese operatic songs, speech segments, especially plain speech, are 
good agents for linking two vocal segments together, without worrying about the 
tonality of the two segments, because speech does not involve pitch — it is neutral. 
The functions of speech segments in Cantonese operatic song are: 1) to solve the 
problem caused by the clash of intonation of the language with the rule dictated by 
the melo-rhythmic music segment or preexistent tune; 2) to describe some 
background; 3) to deliver dialogue. 
In music example 5.15, Teaching the Princess a Lesson, the scriptwriter used a 
lot of speech segments in between each vocal segment to avoid problems of differing 
tonalities. An exception is shown on page 116, where the melo-rhythmic music 
segment, ji wong, is connected with the preexistent tune, Playing Qin on Banana 
Shape Rock, because both have the same mode,yaw sin. 
On page 116, the melody of the last sentence in ji wong, which is sung by the 
dan, ends on "c" note, the second space on the treble clef. The seng begins Playing 
Qin on Banana Shape Rock in "g" note which is five degrees higher than the last note 
of the dan. This short jump of five degrees in the same mode and tempo is a smooth 
transition between the melo-rhythmic music and the preexistent tune vocal segments. 
In the Temple Street version, these two vocal segments and their transitions were not 
modified. 
In the Temple Street version of this song, two preexistent tunes, Ging Diu and 
The Premiere Song ofEast Wind, plus two and a half melo-rhythmic music segments 
on pages 114, 125, and 127，were deleted. The Ging Diu, usually used by an actor 
playing a military role to express emotion, and the song zung ban (on page 127), 
which share similar characteristics, were both deleted, which is consistent. 
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Furthermore, the preexistent tune, The Premiere Song of East Wind, was a newly 
composed tune, which the audience at Temple Street may not have known. 
Consequently, the deletion of such a long preexistent tune probably did not affect the 
interest of the Temple Street audience. 
The deletion of fragments of the si gung man ban on page 114 affected the 
description of the background. The deletion of song zung ban on page 127 also 
posed the same problem - the climax ofTeaching the Princess a Lesson occurs when 
the princess is given a beating, but the motive for the beating has been deleted. The 
performers at Temple Street used the fa ha gey on page 125, which is shorter, to 
replace the longer song zung ban. Both have a similar meaning and the fa ha gey 
gives the hitting effect. 
Performers at Temple Street have carefully considered how to customize their 
version of Teaching the Princess a Lesson, in terms of the arrangement of the vocal 
segments, the syntax ofthe lyrics, and the structure of the music. Although deletion 
is often used at Temple Street as a customization method to shorten the performing 
time, performers try to avoid damaging the structure of the song and the meaning of 
the text. 
5.3 Concluding notes 
Hong Kong is known as one of the four "dragons" of South East Asia because 
it has experienced a constant economic boom since the 1960s (Youngson 1982:7-9). 
The laisser-faire economy managed by the British government has certainly been an 
important factor in achieving this (Youngson 1982:121). In order to maximize the 
profits made from borrowed space and limited time, the British ruling authority 
allowed a flexible economic policy with a constantly changing structure and a highly 
efficient decision making process, so that a miracle economy could be realized. 
Temple Street is a microcosm of Hong Kong. With limited performance time 
and unauthorized space, performers face an unpredictable fliture. They realize they 
must use flexible policies, constantly revise their repertoire, and make rapid decisions 
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to cater to contextual changes and to maximize their profits as efficiently as 
p o s s i b l e 5 8 . Apart from these factors, the performing art itself can be altered and 
modified. 
The structure of the instrumental section has by no means remained static. It 
grew from five instrumentalists using five major instruments during the Qing dynasty, 
to a team of twenty instrumentalists using a combination of Chinese and western 
instruments around the 1930s. It then went back to around five instrumentalists at 
Temple Street. 
Regarding the music scripts ofCantonese operatic song, there is no concem for 
the original script or copyrights, therefore alterations and modifications of scripts are 
the usual practice. Those who change scripts have a strong sense of customizing 
Cantonese operatic song for their own performance context. These two points add to 
the flexibility and adaptability of this performing art. 
Performers at Temple Street use these advantages of Cantonese operatic song 
to create customization methods that cater to all contextual changes of their 
performance. At the same time, these performers bear in mind the artistic approach 
of the Cantonese operatic song and the preference oftheir audience. 
To both performers and audience, Cantonese operatic song is no doubt a 
performing art. However, this art is also a "tool" performers use to eam their living. 
They have flexibility to re-shape their "tool" to match the contexts and cater to their 
audience's preferences in order to gain and keep their loyalty. Between adapting 
their "tool" for their own benefit, for the performance context and their audience's 
preferences, performers must keep a perfect balance of this mix, otherwise these six 
Cantonese operatic song groups will fade from society by natural selection. 
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Notes 
55 Pang, which is transliterated in Wong's system, is the same aspeng in chapter two. 
56 Red Boat is a boat that Cantonese operatic troupes used for travel to perform during Qing dynasty. 
57 The first line ends with a punctuation mark ” ° "，and the second line ends with a different 
punctuation mark “ 8 ”， 
58 This assumption is agreed by Choi Po-king in her article "Popular Culture" published in The Other 




This study has examined the alteration of the interactive relationship between 
two entities - music and context - and the reactional response ofthe relational link -
performers — to these two entities. The performers' response is in reaction to 
extrinsic forces which change the context, and they respond by customizing the 
musical variables ^>erformance and formal structure of music), and altering the non-
musical variables (location, relationship, and organization). 
The historical, social, cultural, institutional, environmental, organizational, and 
performance contexts of Temple Street Cantonese operatic singing activities have 
been examined in the diachronic and synchronic contextual dimensions, as well as by 
the spatial, temporal, extrinsic, and intrinsic aspects, to establish how the context has 
been instrumental in altering the singing activities. 
Street performers used their sensitive feelers to react to these forces by: 
changing their status from being ambulatory to becoming sedentary, finding a 
suitable performing location, developing relationships with inhabitants nearby and 
with their audiences, building hierarchy in to their organizational structures, setting 
up administrative and financial systems, and establishing programmes. Moreover, 
street performers made use ofthe structural flexibility of Cantonese operatic song to 
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customize their performance by customizing the performance format, instrumental 
section, and repertoire, in reaction to contextual changes. 
In a diachronic contextual dimension - Lin'an in Song dynasty and Hong Kong 
today, washe and Temple Street, goulan and song groups - all shared similarities in 
the environmental context of their performing locations, and in the behaviour 
between performer and audience. However, the status of street performers emerged 
as an important difference between these two economic prosperous places. 
In Lin'an, there were both sedentary and ambulatory street performers, but in 
Hong Kong the street performers changed from being ambulatory to sedentary. This 
transition happened because the environmental and social contexts changed due to 
rapid growth of the economy and development of Hong Kong. This change of 
performing status from ambulatory to sedentary involved not only the spatial aspect 
of the locations where performances took place, but also involved the temporal 
aspect of decision-making about programming. 
From the spatial aspect - from having many performing locations wherever 
people were gathered, to sedentary fixed performing locations, to one fixed 
performing location (Possession Point), to nine performing locations, and then back 
to one sedentary performing location (Temple Street) - the change in the number of 
performing locations signified the importance of the economic and social contexts to 
society. Moreover, from relocating themselves within the Temple Street area, 
(mainly because of complaints from inhabitants of the nearby residential area), 
emerged the importance of the environmental and social contexts to the performance. 
Through these changes to performing location, performers realized the need to 
customize their performance to agree with the environmental context. 
From the temporal aspect, decision-making about programming was not merely 
for division of labour in the organizational context of the song groups but it is 
enforced by the intrinsic need oftheir economic context — to lure more people, and to 
prolong their duration of stay. 
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When the ambulatory performers of Hong Kong decided to perform at fixed 
locations, they understood that their ambulatory performing style was the victim of 
urban reconstruction, and resurrection of that style would be impossible. For the 
future, loss of their fixed locations would be the end of their performing life. 
Therefore, customization of performance in response to environmental and social 
contexts has become a natural phenomenon for them to remain sedentary performers. 
From the synchronic contextual dimension, street performers have enjoyed a 
stable period since 1984 and there has been no major interference against their 
performance. From the extrinsic aspect, street performers developed a distant 
relationship with the inhabitants nearby, but an interlocking relationship with their 
audience. From the intrinsic aspect, street performers established their own 
institutional context, re-engineered the organization of song groups, and customized 
their performances. These are the aggressive procedures that street performers have 
used at Temple Street in reaction to contextual changes. 
From the extrinsic aspect, street performers have established a distant 
relationship with inhabitants of the nearby residential area. They realized that 
complaints from inhabitants were caused by the narrow distance between the 
performing location and residential area. In order to overcome, not submit to, the 
spatial context limitation and to not fight with those inhabitants, street performers 
moved their performing locations to the farthest possible distance from the 
residential area. The greater the distance, the less disturbance there would be from 
performances, the fewer the complaints from inhabitants, and the longer the groups 
would be able to perform at Temple Street. 
From the temporal context, the total performing time per evening is not 
governed by an economic context; it is the street performers' self-discipline towards 
the environmental context, in consideration for the inhabitants. 
This distant relationship between inhabitants and performers is not utilized to 
build a strong relationship between the two parties, but to survive. It is a result of 
reconstruction of urban areas, which often separates human relationships amongst 
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urbanists. In other words, it is a result derived from change of the social context and 
modernization of society. 
In contrast to the relationship with inhabitants nearby, street performers 
develop a close and interlocking relationship with their audience. Although this 
relationship creates multiple roles for the audience and diversified functions, it 
guarantees economic stability for street performers so that their performance can 
survive at Temple Street. Moreover, this interlocking relationship was also used by 
performers to induce the audience into accepting customized performances. However, 
this close relationship does not guarantee the audience will accept their customization. 
The indifferent attitude found in some types of audience, such as peripheral audience, 
wams performers that customization methods, such as shortened music pieces, 
cannot purely benefit performers themselves without considering preferences of the 
audience and the structure of Cantonese operatic songs. 
These two kinds of relationship are an epiphenomenon of the interaction 
between performers and individuals nearby. And they are also a nexus between 
music and the domain ofhuman activity - economic activity Q^ketia 1990:87). This 
epiphenomenon emerged from the distance between street performers and the 
inhabitants nearby, and the closeness to their audience. After the street performers 
positioned themselves with the individuals nearby, the relationship became of 
heuristic value for them concerning to the environmental and economic contexts for 
concurrently maintaining and sustaining the performance. 
From the intrinsic aspect, street performers set-up an institutional context, 
modified their organizational context, and made use of the flexibility of the music 
genre to customize their performance - these are the direct efforts street performers 
made to contextual change. 
In the context ofsituation, urban street performance represents a set ofdifferent 
guidelines that control various non-musical aspects of Temple Street street 
performance, such as the confined performing area, the possibility of having 
complaints, and the close distance between each song group. In order to follow these 
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guidelines, street performers have had to develop an institutional context for 
themselves, and adhere to it by their self-discipline. The fixed performing area, fixed 
performing time, fixed performing location, and fixed distance with each other are 
kept in mind as an institution for the performance context. 
In terms of the internal organization of the song groups, street performers 
established a hierarchy of organizational structure, an administrative system, and a 
financial system, not purely for the division of labour, but for the effectiveness and 
efficiency ofmanagement, and for the adaptability of the song group. 
Cantonese operatic song was, and still is, a major music genre of street 
performance in Hong Kong. Although Taiwanese popular song flourished in Temple 
Street for a short period in the 1960s, it never was trendy. Apart from the language 
barrier, it vanished with its performers at Temple Street because of its inflexible 
nature. 
Besides the preference of the audience, the decision-making process 
concerning the choice of music genre was also based on the flexible nature of 
Cantonese operatic song. From a musical structure, the combination of the 
instrumental accompaniment with the role of the scriptwriter of Cantonese operatic 
song shows the flexible nature of Cantonese operatic song - it positions itself to 
change and adaptation (Yung 1989:ix). Therefore, street performers would have no 
difficulty in customizing it for their need and for contextual changes. 
As discussed in previous chapters, the methods of customization of 
performance have accumulated from street performers' experience, and can be 
divided into two groups - with immediate and without immediate causality. 
Customization of performing format, such as using nylon curtains and tents to 
contain the music sound; abandoning high-output amplifiers and customizing the 
instrumental section, such as abandoning loud musical instruments; and minimizing 
percussion instruments are customization methods with immediate causality. High-
output of music sound is the factor that motivated inhabitants nearby to complain, 
and the complaints affected the performance. Then performers customized their 
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performance by lowering their music volume for the environmental context, or else 
their performance might have been terminated within a short time. Such reactions 
are the causal context in the interaction between the music itselfand the context. 
Customization of repertoire does not have immediate causality in the 
environmental context. However, it has a long-term causality in the economic 
context for street performers. Apart from customization of the repertoire to add 
humour and novelty, and enhance the audiences' sense of involvement, it helps to 
make some Cantonese operatic songs performable at Temple Street, especially the 
lengthy or trendy songs. In that way, street performers can broaden their repertoire. 
Although it is not a requisite procedure for all songs, it is an important method for 
street performers to sharpen their tools to lure and keep the audience for financial 
gain. 
Cantonese operatic song groups have not generated a distinctive genre from 
their performances at Temple Street, just as Adelaida has criticized the music 
situation of East Harlem (1983:60). Customization methods at Temple Street have 
helped song groups to create a unique style, such as the sonority in their instrumental 
accompaniment and their lower music volume. This unique style has been enforced 
by the spatial aspect ofthe environmental context to the performance context, such as 
the narrow recreation space, narrow sidewalk, and the short distance separating the 
song groups from the apartments of the developed urban area. 
As shown in this study, the interaction between music itself and its contexts has 
been monitored, alongwith the way performers react to both. At Temple Street, 
historical, social, cultural, and music sound are the major factors that alter the 
environmental context. As the relational link, street performers have set-up an 
institution for themselves and a relationship with the inhabitants to keep close to all 
contexts. They also set-up systems to establish organizational structures, and 
developed specific relationships with the audience so they would accept the 
customization methods used to modify the music genre and performance in keeping 
with the contextual changes. 
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In the whole process, customization of performance was not limited to the 
subjective aspiration of street performers to their economic context. It contributed to 
enhancing the adaptability of Cantonese operatic songs for street performance at 




Initials and finals of IVong Lik's Romanization System 
A. Initials As in 
c no English equivalent; similar to 
c/zurch with no "h" sound 
gw s^will 
j 3^ es 






















y "u" in German 
Note: Table 1.1 is adapted from Sau Y. Chan's Improvisation in a Ritual Context: The Music of 




The Formation ofan Instrumental Section in the 1930s 
Soeng sau 上手 :xiao, di, hu qin, rou qin. 
Ji sau 二 ¥ : san xian, heng xiao. 
Sam sau 三手 :er xian, er hu, ha | g (cymbal). 
Sei sau 四手 :ban 板(woodblocks). 
Mg sau 五手 ：luo a (gong). 
Liu sau 六手 ：dai gu 大鼓（large drum). 
Cet sau 七手 ：dai luo 大鑼（large gong). 
Bat sau 八手 ：xiao luo 小鑼（small gong), ba, di qin 提琴（di fiddle). 
Gau sau 九手 ：heng xiao, xiao, dai luo, liu hu (liu fiddle). 
Sep sau 十手 ：_ye hu 椰胡（coconut shell fiddle), xiao luo. 
Sepjetsau 十一手：^/1/以《/2“1/容狄1#2短喉管（3匕0汽(10口乜16代64卩1卩6). 
Sep ji sau 十二手：chang haug wun 長喉管（long double reed pipe). 
Sep sam sau 十三手：jing hu 京胡（Peking fiddle), yang qin. 





The Musical Instruments ofthe Melodic Section Used by the 
Temple Street Song Groups in Mid 1990s 
Group Musical Instruments Remark 
GroupNo.l gao hu (two string fiddle) Gao hu and banjo is 
yang qin (dulcimer with two rows of played alternatively by 
bridges) the same performer in 
zhong ruan (medium size four string different occasion, 
plucked lute) 
zhong hu (medium two string fiddle) 
banjo 
Group No.2 gao hu 




GroupNo.3 gao hu ‘ Gao hu and violin is 
violin played alternatively by 
yang qin (with three rows of bridges) the same performer. 
zhong ruan Zhong ruan and zhong 
zhong hu hu is also played 
dai ye hu (large size coconut shell fiddle) alternatively by the 
same performer. 
Group No.4 gao hu Zhong ruan and zhong 
yang qin (with two rows ofbridges) hu is played 
zhong ruan alternatively by the 
zhong hu same performer, 
tenor saxophone 
Group No.6 gao hu 
yang qin (with three rows ofbridges) 
tenor saxophone 
banjo 
Group No.7 gao hu 







Location ofCantonese Operatic Song Groups at Temple Street in 1995 
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The Position of the Percussion Instruments at Temple Street 
War drum j 广 "^N^ 
V J ( Small ) 
、、 .oo7loc. ^ ^ ; ^ _ _ ^ 
(^<cO c>-^^v^ 





Music Example 5.1 
Jet Cey 
~•睡 
(One-Stroke Percussion Pattern) 
Mnemonics guk dikdik guk ca ca dek cang | 
Medium 
0 0打 8 (高邊鑼） 0 0 0 © 
Cymbals 0 0 X X X 
Woodblocks 1 V n n V 0 ^ 0 
This music example is translated from Yue Ji Luo Gu《粵劇鑼鼓》[Percussion in 
Cantonese Opera] by Huang Jin Pei 黃錦培（1957:16). The first line of music 
example 5.1, which is the mnemonics, helps the performers memorize the percussion 
pattem by the sound of the instruments. The words in mnemonics mean: 
1. guk : sound caused by a single stroke played on the large woodblock. 
2. dik : sound caused by a single stroke played on the small woodblock. 
3. cang : a combined sound of gong and cymbals. 
4. ca : sound of a crash of a pair of cymbals. 
5. dek : sound of the medium woodblock. 
Meaning of symbols 
0 : rest 
© : one stroke on the medium gong 
X : crash of a pair of cymbals 
V : one stroke on the large woodblock 
n : one stroke on the small woodblock 
0 ： one stroke on the medium woodblock 
0 : roll with a pair of sticks on the medium woodblock 
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Music Examples 5.3 
Jet Cey 
_ _ . ^ 
赃 
(One-Stroke Percussion Pattem) 
(Used by the Temple Street Song Groups in Mid 1990s) 
Mnemonics f guk dikdik guk da da dek coeng 
Small gong 
061116『勾鑼(心）| 0 0 0 © 
Small gong I 
6(1岂6勾鑼(邊） 0 2 _ ^ X 0 
Woodblocks 1 V n n V 0 0 _ _ ^ 0 
The sound ofthe mnemonics is very different from music example 5.1 and this 
version is used by the Temple Street song groups. 
1. guk : sound caused by a single stroke played on the large woodblock. 
2. dik : sound caused by a single stroke played on the small woodblock. 
3. coeng : sound caused by a single stroke on the center ofthe small gong. 
4. da : sound caused by a single stroke on the edge of the small gong. 
5. dek : sound of the medium woodblock. 
Meaning of symbols 
0 : rest 
㊉：one stroke on the center of a small gong 
X : one stroke on the edge of a small gong 
V : one stroke on the large woodblock 
n : one stroke on the small woodblock 
0 ： one stroke on the medium woodblock 
0 ： roll with a pair of sticks on the medium woodblock 
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Music Examples 5.3 
Excerpt from Peing Wu Cau Jyt in Jau Lung Hei Fung 
《平湖秋月》選自【游龍戲鳳】 
Excerpt from (Autumn Moon over the Tranquil Lake) 
in (The Frolicking Dragon and the Teasing Phoenix) 
Original Version 
^^^^^^^P 
iiit:Ai.fik 1 ¾ 我 一 f e 不 要 产 要 1 M将心欽 
Octave Shifted Version ^ 
^ ^ J 1 r 「 5 M r ^ p > r ? r ? r ^ 
M ^ J J. J J. J ^ y ^ ^ ^ - ^ 
<ii!:4l U 1 翅 我 一 f e 不 要 产 、 要 1 M 将 心 獻 
This is the skeleton ofthis song and the melody may be slightly different at each 
performance at Temple Street. 
Music Example 5.4 
Excerpt from Gwong Gwen Jen Jyn 
【光棍姻緣】選段 
(Matrimony of a Swindler) 
Original Version 
【時清0古】 决的去同我蔣太戲。 
(Si Cing rhymed speech)……Be quick, let's go to see the Cantonese opera. 
Modified Version 
【時清口古】 丨夹的、嘴勝我傲大戲。 
(Si Cing rhymed speech)……Be quick, come and see my performance in Cantonese 
opera. 
Note for all music examples: 
The content inside this sign “ � � , , i s the name of a segment. ‘ 
The dots ” “ which are frequently used in the music examples, have two 
functions: ifthey are placed af te r��， i tmeans thewholesegmenthasbeen 
deleted; ifthe dots are placed after the text, it means the text continues, but the 
text is too long to put in the example. 
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Music Examples 5.3 
Excerpt from Siu Cau Cing Ley 
【^|、丑情淚】選段 
(The Clown's Tears) 
【丑白】……跟番:,^^1媒就朝兔晚肉视功，去啦。 
(Cau plain speech)......Stay with your mother so that you can have a lot offood. Go! 
An additional sentence follows the above plain speech: 
(嘆去就将:；1^、这丨#梁<‘彡、碟功。） 
If you don't go, I will send you as a gift to Uncle Leung. 
Music Example 5.6 
Excerpt from Mou Dai Long 
【武大§^】選段 
(Mou the Dwarf) 
Original version 
Beat of the 
woodblock ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Rhythm ofPatter k K K k K K K K K K K 
Speech delivery •) • * . 
【白欖】 我细说就、襟巡邀巡列呢條街。 
Literally means: My younger brother is parading to our place. 
Improvised Version 
Beat of the � � 
woodblock J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Rhythm ofPatter k K K k K K K K K K K 
Speech delivery •) * * . 
【白欖】 我细说就‘襟巡邀巡列銜市街。 
Literally means: My younger brother is parading to Market Street. 
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Music Examples 5.3 
Excerpt from Muk Gwae Jing Gwa Sey 
【穆桂英掛帥】選段 
(On Muk Gwae Jing Becoming the Marshal) 
【士工首板】怒(々沖沖，产、爲孩兒遣軍今（上）。 
【 四 擎 頭 】 
(Four-stroke Head Percussion Pattem) 
【急急鋒】 
(Rush Percussion Pattem) 
【單三錘】 
(Single Three-stroke Percussion Pattem) 
【中速滚花五錘】 
(Moderato Five-stroke Percussion Pattem) 
【士工花下句】泊教场演式，舉也知怎(合)8 
Note: These four percussion patterns are combined together to accompany a gesture 
segment at Temple Street. The sequence of these four patterns may vary or be 
repeated, but the "Moderato Five-stroke Percussion Pattem" is always the last 
pattem of this gesture segment. 
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Music Examples 5.3 
Zung Cuk Gwen Fa Mg Cey 
中速滾花五錘 
(Moderato Five-Stroke Percussion Pattern) 
Moderato accel. 
Mnemonics guk guk guk ca dekdek cang dek dek ca ca 
Medium 
0 0打 8 (高邊鑼） 0 0 ④ 0 
Cymbals 0 X X X X 
Woodblocks 1 V V V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
poco rit. 
cang ca ca . ca cang ca cang cang ca dek dek cang 
e 0 e e ® o © 
X X ^ X X X X X X X 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
This music example is a revised version from Yue Qu Xie Chang Chang Shi 
《粤曲寫 口昌常識 � [ C o m m o n Knowledge in Singing and Script Writing of 
Cantonese Operatic Song] by Chen Zhuo Ying 陳卓璧(1985:361). The first line of 
music example 5.8, which is the mnemonics, helps the performers memorize the 
percussion pattem by the sound of the instruments. The words in mnemonics mean: 
1. guk : sound caused by a single stroke played on the large woodblock. 
2. ca : sound of a crash of a pair of cymbals. 
3. dek : sound caused by a single stroke played on the medium woodblock. 
4. cang : a combined sound of gong and cymbals. 
Meaning of symbols 
0 : rest 
© : one stroke on the medium gong 
X : crash of a pair of cymbals 
V : one stroke on the large woodblock 
0 ： one stroke on the medium woodblock 
0 ： roll with a pair of sticks on the medium woodblock 
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Music Examples 5.3 
Zung Cuk Gwen Fa Mg Cey 
中速滾花五錘 
(Moderato Five-stroke Percussion Pattern) 
(Used by the Temple Street Song Groups in Mid 1990s) 
Moderato accel. 
Mnemonics guk gukguk da dekdek coeng dek dek da da 
Small gong 0 0 0 0 
center勾鑼(心） 
Small gong I 0 X 0 X X 
6(1呂6勾鑼(邊）丨 
Woodblocks 1 V V V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
poco rit. 
coeng da da- da coeng da coeng coeng da dek dek coeng 
e 0 e e e o ® 
0 X ^ X 0 X 0 X 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (g) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The sound ofthe mnemonics is very different from music example 5.8 because 
the Temple Street song groups use one small gong to replace the gong and a pair of 
cymbals. Therefore there is no combined sound. 
1. guk : sound caused by a single stroke played on the large woodblock. 
2. da : sound caused by a single stroke on the edge of the small gong. 
3. dek : sound caused by a single stroke played on the medium woodblock. 
4. coeng : sound caused by a single stroke on the center of the small gong. 
Meaning of symbols 
0 : rest 
© : one stroke on the center of the small gong 
X : one stroke on the edge of the small gong 
V : one stroke on the large woodblock 
0 ： one stroke on the medium woodblock 
(g) ： roll with a pair of sticks on the medium woodblock 
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Music Example 5.10 
Excerpt from Lei Hau Zy zi Hey Gwok Gwaw Hong 
【李後主之去國歸降】選段 
(Emperor Lei Hau Zy - Joumey to Surrender) 
X ^ � 
周后【長句1反二王】窗凌：^、絡忘彌蟹 
Queen Zau 
X � � ‘- X •“ 
後主【接】《面懷家國根旅損我‘呢阅才、絡劣1 、％ 
King Lei � ^ ^ � � ^ ^ � � ^ 
i L / t t 千里長^：工睡：度爲十耳普女少忘臂 
















Queen Zau ^ ^ ^ ^ 
【十字清中板】十麓橫扇到-兑丨1、纟在目前 
Note: This excerpt shows the deletion of these role-types: Wu Zak 胡貝1」，Zeong Ji 張 
義，衆口昌（al singing in unison). Moreover, the passage also deletes Lau Zu 流 
珠 and si sen'i^ 臣（servant), ney nep ceong 女合唱（female voice in unison), 
nam nep ceong 男合唱（male voice in unison), ney wo ceong 女禾口口昌（female 




Music Example 5.11 
Excerpt from Dae Ney Fa zi Ngem Jy 
【帝女^？乙之^^遇】選段 




[轉 ^ ^生草 ] : 1 + |嫁 ^梅嶺…… 
X � 
生【世顯。昌秋江哭別板面】极：妙間彳玄亨如蒡 
旦【接】 { ^ i ) f f k I清靜，不要凡人…… 
生【序白】帥傳，要:,^'努我去焼打者都唤肯，^.^^# 
雄我^去我自己去，【；^庵三沖介】 
In the Cantonese opera, the act "Encounter at the Nunnery" ends here, but it is also 
the beginning ofthe act "Recognizing Each Other". However, at Temple Street, the 
performers end the act "Encounter at the Nunnery" in the plain speech of the dan. 
【白】帥傳，錄然我,"[、>遍房堂…… 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
生【接】哭^：工山对，蒡覺_ # - t T t%Ul^^…… 
【先鋒欽欲自殺介】 
旦【急阻止白】•，矣餅爲翁，斜爲输！ 
Dan (Plain Speech) 
Excerpt from Dae Ney Fa zi Seong Jing 
【帝女？己之才目認】選段 




Note: The vocal segments that the Temple Street performers use in "Encounter at the Nunnery" are 
shown here; other segments not shown have been deleted. 
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Music Example 5.12 
Excerpt from Zi Cai Gei zi Zep Cai Jyn 
【紫|义記之拾1义緣】選段 




X � �� X 
工 六 — 工 尺 — 上 尺 工 
生【唱正線漁村夕照】驰 R | I 要小心 
旦【台0花下句】这者遠决鳴潘类貌 
� ^ � X l_ L_ � X 
生【中板下句】我及晃敝办人 適作長名…… 
旦【白】•缚！及來：！^德…… 
� X X •“ ^ 
【中板下句】【先頭】我,4、>1賦詩人…… 
旦【白】•，灰地！ 
L_ � � X «~ 
【起小挑紅】 專遍面兒善作炒…… 




1 ^仲衡 8 
The Temple Street revised version of "The Purple Hairpin - Picking Hairpin 
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Music Examples 5 . 3 
Excerpt from Wan Gok Nei Hen Tin 
【幻覺雛恨天】選段 







The above part ofIllusion ofHeaven without Regret has been deleted and this 
Cantonese operatic song begins with di zi solo, which is substituted by the gau hu, in 
below. 
【 笛 子 獨 奏 反 系 泉 引 子 】 五 一 六 五 生 _ & 伙 _ & 生 彳 工 仗 
生 一 亿 一 五 
五 彳 乙 五 六 生 五 六 反 六 工 尺 六 
里【反線狂樓夢断】思 




Music Examples 5.3 
The Tempo of Wong Ciu Gwen 
【王轮君】 
(Princess Ciu Gwen) 
N^of 【略君您引子】~~�1^反二王合字序】~~ 
vocal segments 
Sung by Lee Bo 1 min. - 38 beats 1 min. = 33 beats 
Ying李寶璧 
(Original singer) 
Sung by Fung Oi 1 min. = 40 beats 1 min. = 33 beats 
Wah瑪愛華 
(Singer of a 
Temple Street 
song group) 
7 ^ 1 反 二 王 】 【轮君悲中段】 【1^反中板】 
1 min. 二 33 beats 1 min. = 38 beats 1 min. = 27 beats 
“ This preexistent tune has 
1 min. 二 33 beats been cut by the Temple 1 min. 二 30 beats 
Street song groups. 
"1^彳、絲淚】 【略君您尾段】 — 
1 min. 二 40 beats 1 min. = 62 beats 1 min. = 66 beats 
1 min. = 48 beats 1 min. 二 11 beats 1 min. = 16 beats 
Note: Although the deletion ofpreexistent tunes from a solo piece is not a common practice at 
Temple Street, this version ofPrincess Ciu Gwen is the standard version used by the Temple 
Street song groups. The tempo marking ofLee Bo Ying is based on the cassette tape, recorded 
by Fung Hang Record Limited, production number FHC1017; and the tempo marking ofFung 
Oi Wah is based on the field-work recording. 
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 【花下句】太图圓々^^〔婦，少1调錄營袞零8 X 
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Music Example 5 • 15 生 
_ 丨 丨 ^ ^ | | | : 丨 ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 讓 _ _ _ _ _ 圖 _ _ _ _ 丨 ： ^ ^ w^ 
— < x AX <可舍>< 我合 上 fe I I 受 倒 
Zt 合>< 工 士 # ^ ^ x AX ^ U，、辱 iA - 上乂 ^束上 - S i 4 一 
人 工 尺 士 篇 舍 乂 京 尺 ^ ' s t \ 句 
爹减尺 乙>< 《賓上>< 士 ，-身工>< 士乂 ^ 二 ^ 
一 工 士 一 計 上 Ci> 士>< ^ | l ^ 
掭 上 舍乂 士 么 • + > < 工>< 悠 錄 士 
尺 {J1X A ^|已尺 臂、奎上>< 六 也 下 
六 合 上乂 @、上 ^也工乂 六乂 。 o 五 
二 江 - 羞 尺 乂 當 上 : Y ^ 
尺 合 我 上 怕 上 乂 作 上 > < 六 六 
r ^ - 士乂 ^ ^ 傲工 f ^ 一 
茶 士 尺 閣 士 士 招士乂 i 生 
5 | 上 乙乂 l i ^ x 尺 毒士乂 XX 
岁韋尺 士 A 上乂 上 尺 工 
I ^ w 舍>< iK ^ ^^舍乂 上乂 
| 上 士：/ 住乂 ，$一上 士 上 尺 
| 尺 上 舍 ， ^ ; f � 2 i X 士乂 上 
# 舍 饭>< - ^ 士 ^ 六 乙 
|菊士 ^r 风士乂 3工乂 尺 六、 尺 
个‘上 似 一 X f ^ X 士 六 
I 仅 闇 乙 氣 〜 尺 惱 ^ < 上 
合 乂 瓿 士 乂 > 上 一 上> 站上乂 
to<撻士 罚上么 一 厂 〒 尺 一 
合 ^ ！ 士 > < 問 士 一 憂 士 她工>< 
法乂 •嘱上乂 上么 ^ ^ 
汝 聲 0 ^_^尺乂 $ 尺 工 工 
法>< 罵士乂 ^ 3 上 5 尺 > < 
？士 . ^ ^ X X 1 合 虞父乙乂 g /上 
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Glossary of Chinese Terms 
Ba 鈸 cymbal. 
Bak lam 白欖 patter speech. 
Banjo 扁造琴 a hybrid of the American banjo and Chinese 
chun qin (four-string lute). 
Ban bun 班本 song script used in Cantonese opera. 
Ban hong jem ngok 板腔音樂 a type of vocal music which Liang Ming 
Yue translated as "melo-rhythmic motivic 
type music"� 
Ban ngan 板眼 a kind of Cantonese narrative singing. 
Ban sik 板式 forms of vocal music within the melo-
rhythmic motivic type. 
Ban Zuk Ma ® 竹馬 name of a preexistent tune translated as 
"Horse Made by Ban Bamboo". 
Bao tou 爆月土 a term used by Cantonese operatic 
performers to denote improvisation which 
deviates from the script; generally referred 
to by the public as the additions of comic 
episodes. 
Bei Wa ：1匕瓦 the name of a washe in the Song dynasty. 
Bong gwu 梆鼓 medium size woodblock used in the 
percussive section of Cantonese opera. 
Bong wong 梆黃 a collective name of bong zi and ji wong. 
Bong zi 梆子 1) name of a mode; 2) a family of forms 
within the melo-rhythmic music vocal type. 
Bukj'y 卜魚 large size, hollow woodblock used in the 
percussive section of Cantonese opera. 
Causeng 丑生 male comic role in Cantonese opera. 
Chang haug wun 長喉管 a wind instrument, literally meaning long 
double-reed pipe. 
Chun qin 秦琴 four-string lute. 
Cing Zey Mou Ling Jyn name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
情醉武陵源 translated as "Dmnk by Love in Utopia". 
Ciu Gwen Jyn 日召君怨 title tune named "Ciu Gwen's Sorrow". 
Coeng hau 口昌 口 a singer of Cantonese operatic song at 
Temple Street. 
Chuan ji 傳奇 an operatic genre which prospered in the 
Ming dynasty. 
Chung Tai Chi Bye 重台泣別 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "Weeping Farewell at Chung 
Tai". 
Da Gem Zi 打金枝 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 





Dai gu 大鼓 drum in large size. 
Dai hau 大喉 the style of voice production sometimes 
used by the military role actor and 
occasionally by the supporting and 
principal male role actors in vocal passages 
with an agitated dramatic expression; it 
features a natural voice of a rough quality. 
Dai luo 大鑼 gong in large size. 
Dai ye hu 大椰胡 large size coconut shell fiddle. 
Dae Ney Fa zi Hoeng Jiu name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
帝女花之香夭 translated as "The Royal Beauty - Commits 
Suicide". 
Dae Ney Fa 帝女花 name of a Cantonese opera, translated as 
"The Royal Beauty". 
Daifa ha gey 大花下句 the second line of kwenfa which is sung in 
dai hau. 
Dai Zung Kuk Ngai Se 大衆曲藝社 name of song group number two, translated 
as "Singing Society for the Public". 
Dan 旦 female role in Cantonese opera. 
Deng lung guk 燈籠局 a performing occasion of Cantonese 
operatic songs in restaurants. 
Dey cung 對衝 the performance practice of singing or 
playing a particular pitch or a group of 
pitches an octave above or below the 
notated version. 
Di 笛 a double-reed wind instrument also known 
as sou na. 
Di qin 提琴 a string instrument, known as "di fiddle". 
Di zi 笛子 bamboo flute. 
Dong Fung Dae Jet Zi 東風第一支 name of a preexistent tune, translated as 
"The Premiere Song ofEast Wind". 
Dong Jing 東京 capital of the North Song dynasty. 
Dong Jing Meng Hua Lu a book written in the Song dynasty, its 
東京夢華錄 title translated as "Recollections of the 
Splendor of the Eastem Capital". 
Dong zy 檔主 owner of song group. 
Douban 侄!|板 a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type which is the first line of a couplet and 
either tuned in Si gung or ho ce. 
Du Cheng Ji Sheng 都城紀勝 a book written in the Song dynasty, its title 
translated as "The Wonders of the Capital". 
Duan haug wun 短喉管 a wind musical instrument, literally 
meaning short double-reed pipe. 
£)yj^ 她 段頭 name of a percussion pattem which is 




Er xian 二弦 a bowed string musical instrument, literally 
meaning "two string". 
Fa ha gey 花下句 second line of a couplet in Kwenfa form. 
Fan sin 反線 a kind of tuning where the two strings of 
gao hu are named sang _b and liu A-
Fai ban 快板 a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type. 
Fenfen sou 分份數 the practice of sharing a song group's , 
income which comes from the audience's 
donations known as shared income system. 
Fo Mong Fan Gung Sep Sei Nin name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
火網梵宮十四年仕肌31&16(1 as "Fourteen Years Suffering in 
the Palace". 
Fui haijyt kuk 詼諧粵曲 Comic Cantonese operatic song. 
Fung Gok Jen Sau Mei Liu Cing name of a Cantonese operatic song, “ 
鳳閣恩仇未了情1饥031&164 as "Lasting Love ofthe Phoenix". 
Gao hu 高胡 a high-pitched two-string fiddle; however, 
some players of Cantonese opera refer to it 
as er hu 二古月. 
Ging diu 京調 name of a title tune derived from a Peking 
operatic melody. 
Go tan 歌壇 "singing stage", which is a restaurant or tea 
house that stages live performances of 
Cantonese operatic songs. 
Go teing 歌廳 "singing salon" which is a restaurant or tea 
house that presented live performances of 
Cantopop, which ceased to exist in the 
1960s. 
Goulan 勾欄 booth for performance in Song dynasty. 
Quanji 官妓 female performing artists who specialized 
in entertaining government officials. 
Gungfu 功夫 Chinese martial art. 
Gwo zey 過序 melodic interlude. 
Gwong Gwen Jen Jyn 光棍姻緣 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "Matrimony of a Swindler". 
Gvvw gei 瞽姬 female blind singer of Cantonese operatic 
songs. 
Hanji 漢®] a Chinese operatic genre which is still 
popular in Hubei, Shaanxi, south of Henan 
and north ofHunan provinces. 
Hau bak 口白 plainspeech. 
^ Hau gwu 口古 rhymedspeech. 
‘ Hau gwun 喉管 adoublereedpipe. 
Hel sik 起式 the opening section of some forms of 
singing narrative and melo-rhythmic 




Hoeng coeng 響場 "sounding the stage" which is a way used 
by the audience to donate money to a song 
group. 
Hu qin 胡琴 a string musical instrument literally 
meaning "hu fiddle”. 
Hung Zuk Ley 紅燭淚 name of a preexistent tune, translated as 
"Red Candle Tears". 
Jau Lung Hei Fung 游龍戲鳳 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "The Frolicking Dragons and 
the Teasing Phoenix". 
Jet cey 一 錘 a percussive pattem, translated as one-
stroke. 
Jifan 乙反 name of a mode. 
Jifan sin 乙反線 the two strings of gao hu sung as yi andfan . 
Ji shen sai hui 祭神賽會 religious celebrations. 
ji ^ong 二黃 1) the name of a mode; 2) a family of forms 
within the melo-rhythmic music vocal type. 
ji zi heng hong 依字行腔 the practice of following the tonal pitch of 
the word to create the vocal melody. 
Jiaofang 教坊 the "Royal Performing Academy" ofthe 
Song dynasty. 
jiyig hu 京胡 a two-string musical instrument, literally 
meaning "Peking fiddle". 
Jing hung bak 英雄白 also known as Lo gwu bak, literally means 
heroic speech. 
Jiu Hung Zuk Fa Fat Cin Deng name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
搖紅燭化佛前燈{份1131&16(1 as "Red Candles for Marriage 
Shifted to the Lantem for the Buddha". 
Jun rong zhi 釣容直 performing artists in the military force. 
Jytkeik 粤劇 Cantoneseopera. 
Jyt kuk 粵曲 Cantonese operatic song. 
Kuk ngai se 曲藝社 Cantonese operatic song society. 
Kukpai 曲牌 title tune which has a preexistent melody. 
Kun qu 崑曲 a Chinese operatic genre which prospered 
in the Ming and Qing dynasties. 
Kwenfa 滾花 a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type. 
Lap zi 攛字 syllables, which are either semantically 
crucial or unimportant in the vocal music, 
are sung on the upbeat. 
Lau sey ban SSyKfi a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type characterized by playing continuous 
strokes on the large woodblock. 
lei Hau Zy zi Hey Gwok Gwae Hong name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
李後主之去國歸降【犷肌31&164 as "Emperor Lei Hau Zy -
Joumey to Surrender". 
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Li Wa 里瓦 name of a washe in the Song dynasty. 
Lin 'an 臨安 the capital of the South Song dynasty. 
Lo gwu bak 鑼鼓白 percussion speech. 
Lo gwu dim 鑼鼓點 percussion pattem. 
Lo Hang Kor 羅漢果 the name of a song group at Market Street 
which only lasted half a year. 
Long ley bak 浪裏白 supported speech. 
Lung zau 龍舟 a kind of singing narrative. 
Lu qi ren 路岐人 ambulatory performing artists who did not 
normally perform in goulan. 
Man ban 慢板 a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type. 
Me ngar 現額 the practice that requires a singer fulfills his 
quota ofdonations known as quota system. 
Men coeng 文場 the melodic section that consists of string 
and wind instruments. 
Men mou seng 文武生 principal male role, literally known as "civil 
& military" role in Cantonese opera. 
Menq Liang Lu 夢梁錄 A book written in Song dynasty, its title 
translated as "Recollections of a Dream 
Life”� 
Mg ga tau 五架頭 a combination of five string and wind 
musical instruments in the Cantonese opera 
during the Qing dynasty. 
Miao hui 廟會 a social gathering that is associated with a 
temple festival. 
Miao tai 廟台 temple stage. 
Ming Jyt Cin Lei Gei Soeng Si name of a preexistent tune derived from a 
明月千里寄相思口0口口1壮犷 song sung in Mandarin, translated 
as "Let the Bright Moon Be My Messenger 
ofLove". 
Mou coeng 武場 the percussive section. 
Mou Dai Long 武大良口 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "Mou the Dwarf'. 
Mou seng 武生 male military role in Cantonese opera. 
Muk Gwae Jing Gwa Sey name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
穆桂英掛帥 translated as "On Muk Gwae Jing 
Becoming the Marshal". 
Mukjy 木魚 1) a kind of Cantonese singing narrative; 2) 
the name of a percussion instrument. 
Namjem 南音 a kind of Cantonese singing narrative. 
Nan xi 南戲 an operatic genre which prospered in the 
South Song dynasty. 
Ney ling 女伶 professional female singer of Cantonese 
operatic song. 
Ney ling hong 女伶腔 the singing style used by ney ling. 
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Ngem Jy 庵遇 act ofthe Cantonese opera "The Royal 
Beauty", translated as "Encounter at the 
Nunnery". 
Nim bak 念白 versified speech. 
Pai coeng 排場 pattemized episode. 
Pai zi 牌子 title tune believed to have originated from 
kun qu. 
Pang min 棚面 the instrumental section of the Cantonese 
opera, literally meaning "shed front". 
Peing Wu Cau Jyt 平湖秋月 the name of a preexistent tune derived from 
Cantonese instrumental ensemble music, 
translated as "Autumn Moon over the 
Tranquil Lake". 
Peng 棚 a "shed" where Chinese opera is performed. 
Pi pa 琵琶 a four string pear-shape lute. 
Piaofang 票房 Chinese operatic song singing societies that 
are formed by amateur fans. 
Ping hau 平喉 natural voice production. 
Ping hau coeng hau 平喉唱 口 natural voice production that is employed 
by either male or female singers. 
Pung ling 碰鈐 a pair of bells. 
Rou qin 月琴 a plucked musical instrument, literally 
meaning "moon shape lute". 
Sa dik 沙的 small size woodblock in the percussive 
section. 
San ban 散板 music that features free rhythm and tempo. 
San qu 散曲 a Chinese musical genre which prospered 
during the Yuan dynasty in goulan. 
San xian 三弦 three-string plucked instrument. 
Sen Lung Fung Kuk Ngae Se the name of a song group, translated as 
新龍鳳曲藝社 " T h e New Dragon and Phoenix Singing 
Society", located in the Yau Ma Tei 
Community Centre Rest Garden before 
1975. 
Sei Gway Soeng Si 四季相思 the name of a preexistent tune that is 
derived from a folk song, translated as 
"Remembrance for all Seasons". 
Seong Jing 丰目 fg name of a Cantonese operatic song in 
Cantonese opera "The Royal Beauty", 
translated as "Encounter at the Nunnery". 
Shijing 市井 a market-place or township. 
Si bak 詩白 poeticspeech. 
Si gung 士工 1) name of a mode; 2) also known as bong 
zi. 
Si gung man ban 士工慢板 rnan ban in si gung mode. 
Siyi 線 1) scalic mode; 2) tuning system. 
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Siu Cau Cing Ley 小丑情淚 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "The Clown's Tears". 
Siu kuk 小曲 preexistent tune. 
Siu seng 小生 "young male" or "supporting male" role in 
Cantonese opera. 
Song zung ban 爽中板 a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type known as ''zung ban in fast tempo". 
Suo na 噴吶 a double reed conical wind instrument that 
features a timbre similar to that of a trumpet. 
Syt bak 說白 a general term for speech segment. 
Syt coeng 說唱 a general term for singing narrative. 
Tan gei mei • 己 尾 the final phrase of a preexistent tune named 
一 价 / 7 ^ « 6 & 戲 妪 己 . 
Tau ga 頭架 the leader of the melodic section who is 
also recognized as the leader of the whole 
instrumental section. 
Tiu mou jyt kuk 跳舞粵曲 danceable Cantonese operatic song. 
Washe 瓦舍 location for street performance during Song 
dynasty. 
Wan Gok Nei Hen Tin 幻覺離恨天 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "Illusion ofHeaven without 
Regret". 
Wen bak 韻白 comicrhymedspeech. 
Wen Dyn Lam Kiu 魂斷藍橋 1) name of a title tune derived from a 
Scottish folk song "Auld Lang Syne"; 2) it 
is also a name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "Heart Broken at the Blue 
Bridge". 
Wong Ciu Gwen 王昭君 name of a Cantonese operatic song, 
translated as "Princess Ciu Gwen". 
Xi Hu Lao Ren Fan Sheng Lu name of a book written during the Song 
西湖老人繁勝錄47打&31丫, translated as "The West Lake Old 
Man's Record of the Prosperity". 
Xitai 戲台 dramastage. 
Xiang Peng 象相月 name of a theatrical booth during the Song 
dynasty. 
Xiao 簫 a wind musical instrument known as 
"vertical bamboo flute". 
Xiao luo 小鑼 gong in small size. 
Yang qin 揚琴 dulcimer which is played with a pair of thin 
bamboo sticks. 
Ye hu 椰古月 a two-string musical instrument, literally 
meaning "coconut shell fiddle". 




Yue hu 樂戶 hereditary musicians living in the same 
household, who representing the main 
performing force in goulan during the Song 
dynasty. 
Zaju 雜劇 an operatic genre which prospered during 
Song and Yuan dynasty. 
Zat mei 煞尾 the concluding section of some forms of 
singing narrative and melo-rhythmic 
motivic music type. 
Zau Ma 走馬 name of a preexistent tune, translated as 
"Running Horse". 
Zeng Bu Wulin Jiu Shi 增補武林舊事 a supplementary version ofabook written 
in the Song dynasty and its title was 
translated as "Supplemented Memoirs from 
Wulin". 
Zep sen 執薪 the practice of sharing a song group's 
income which comes from the audience's 
donations in accordance with their daily 
wage known as daily wage system. 
Zey 序 prelude. 
Zey hong 追月空 instrumental accompaniment which imitates 
the melody, known as "chasing the notes". 
Zhong hu 中胡 medium two-string fiddle. 
Zhong ruan 中阮 medium size four-string plucked lute. 
Zhuang Jia Bu Shi Gou Lan name of a song from the san qu, translated 
庄家不識勾欄 as "Farmer Knows Nothing About Gotdan”. 
Zi Cai Gei zi Sep Cai Jyn name of a Cantonese operatic song 
紫釵記之拾釵緣translated as "The Purple Hairpin - Picking 
Hairpin Romance". 
2i di ban 子弟班 group of amateurs , solely farmers, perform 
Chinese opera in rural area. 
Zi hau 子喉 falsetto voice production. 
Zi hau coeng hau 子喉口昌 口 falsetto voice production that is employed 
by either male or female singers. 
Zing men 正文 the main body of some forms of singing 
narrative and melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type. 
Zing sin 正線 a form of tuning where the two strings of 
the gao hu are named ho ^ a n d ce 尺. 
Ziu Seik Ming Qin 蕉石鳴琴 name of a preexistent tune translated as 
"Playing Qin on Banana Shape Rock". 
Zoeng ban 掌板 head player of the percussive section who is 
sometimes recognized as the associate 





Zong Toi Cau Si 妝台秋思 name of a title tune derived from the 
instrumental music, translated as 
"Meditation at the Dressing Table of 
Autumn". 
Zou coeng 造場 to perform. 
Zung ban 中板 a form of melo-rhythmic motivic music 
type. 
Zung cuk gwenfa mg cey a percussive pattem, translated as moderato 
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